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TyJ;x>graphical Conventions Used in this Publication
Bold facing indicates what you should type.
Square brackets, [], indicate a function key, the name' of which ap~ars
in uppercase within the brackets. For example, [RE'mN], [C1'RL], [ESC],
etc. Braces, {}, indicate a key in the alternate keypad. For example,
{PFl} , {ENTER}, {-}, etc.
Underlining is used for emphasis.
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Information about this Manual
Review the tollowing items before you read this publication.
The subj ect of this manual

'!his manual is the primary reference tool available for your ongoing use
of the Virtual Editing Window (VEW) Program.
The audience for wOOn this p.1bl.ication was written

Users

who have

at

least completed

the

tutorials in

the NMCS.

User IS

IntroductQ;t:y Manual.

Related p.1bl.ications
The following Reader's Guide tells
should read.

you about other WMCS publications you
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Reader's Guide to WMCS Publications
Instructions: Determine the audience to which you belong and
then read only the publications at an arrowhead.
Dotted arrowheads indicate optional reading.

System
manager

WMCS
user

Systems
programmer

Introducto

Release Notices
Software Bulletins
Key to color code:
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Chapter 1
General Information
The Virtual Editing Window (VEW) program, one of the utilities available
in the WMCS operating system, is designed for editing text files.
Only text files, i.e., files composed primarily of printable characters,
can be edited ~ neans of the VEW program.
Such files might include
memoranda, manuals, files used in program developnent, etc.
As Fig. 1.1 shows, the VEW program (as well as any other WMCS utility) is

executed f rom the canmand Interpreter Program (CIP).
In other words,
each time you type the CIP corranand mnemonic VEW onto the CIP command
line, you are given access to the VEW program.

CIP

,

Ir

YEW

Zap

Text
Files

Binary
Files

Fig. 1.1

..-

Other
Editing
Programs

The relationship of the VEW program to other programs on
your system

The functions explained in this manual, as well as the explanation of the

keyboard, apply only after you execute the VEW corranand.
A complete
description of how to execute the VEW program ap~ars later in this
chapter.
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of the functions governing
cursor movement, e.g.,[CTRL]E,
[CTRL]T, [ESC]ML, etc., allow
you to move your screen (your
"window" onto the file) up and
down the length of the file .
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Fig. 1.2 The VEJiI Program, and what appears on your tenninal screen
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Features of the Virtual Fditing Window
Consider these five advantages of the VEW Program:
1. You

can have extranely large
thousands of bytes) •

text files

(several hundreds

of

2. The screen is

a kind of window onto the file.
(See fig. 1.2.)
The window is 23 lines long and 80 characters wide and you can
move it to any part of the file. For example, if you move the
cursor beyond the her izontal or vertical screen boundary, VFItl
automatically lllO\Tes the window sideways or vertically to show the
I;X)rtion of the file where the cursor is located.

3. '!he program is screen oriented so that what app:ars on the screen

is exactly what the file contains.
changes you have made to a file.

You can instantly

see any

4. You never risk loss of the file

because the file you are editing
(when you access an existing file) is a copy of the original,
i.e., a version.
'!hus the original is kept until you purge or
delete it. VEW automatically saves the latest version of your
file every 15 minutes or after every 2,000 changes to the file.
File versions are described thoroughly later in this chapter.

5. '!he program is terminal-independent,

i.e., it operates on a wide

variety of terminal types.

'!he VBtl program and your temdnal type

The VEW program works with a variety of terminal types.
You must tell
what type of terminal you are using so it can adapt the VEIN program
to your particular type of terminal. VEW usually learns what type of
terminal is assigned to each I;X)rt when you boot the systan, but if you
are using VEW for the first time, check with your systan manager to make
sure your terminal type is set correctly. Setting the terminal typ: is
discussed in Appendix A.

VEW

Executing the VEJtl program
A SUIIUllary of how to execute the VFJfI connnand, useful for quick reference,
is provided in the YlMCS. User's Reference Manila'. A complete description
of executing the VEW progran is given here.
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Cornrrand Line Syntax
Mnemonic

vew

Optional File List
parameter
Switches

:autoindent
:autosavecount=
:autosavetime=
: case
: insert
:macrofile=

:mernory=
: override
:pagesize=
:preserve=
:readonly

:rightmargin=
: screenlength=
: screenwidth=
:setupin=
:setupout=

:sidescroll=
: silent
: startup
:tabwidth=
:worddelimiters=

Parameters
File List

Function
Default

Syntax

Use this parameter to specify the name(s) of
file(s) to be created or edited.
The file most recently edited at your terminal
appears on the screen, if it is in your default
directory.
If not, a file by that name is
created in your default directory.
Type the name(s) of the file(s) using the file
name syntax described in the ~ User's
Introductory Manual.
The chapter on "The
Geography of the System" in the introductory
manual contains information on specifying a
pathname with the file name. If you specify
more than one file, separate the filenames with
commas. Wildcard ~ymbols are not allowed.
If you specify more than one file name in the
file list, VEJtl opens all of the files and then
starts editing the first file. When you exit
or abort the first file, the VEW program
automatically switches to the second file,
without returning you to the eIP command line.
When you exit or abort the second file, VF1il
automatically switches to the third file in the
list, and so on.
VEW does not return you to
the elP until you exit or abort all the files
in the list.
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If you do not s~cify a f il enarne wi th the VFW
corranand on the CIP corranand line, the VFW
program o~ns the filename you s~cified the
last time you executed the VFW corranand.
'!he
cursor appears in the same position it was in
before you exited that file. If the last file
you specified is not located in your default
directory, 'lEW creates a file with that
filename.
If you have not used VEW since
logging on, 'lEW prompts you for the Fil e List
parameter.
If you do not specify a file extension as part
of a filename, e. g. , you ty~ VeN SlJDIDary on
the connnand
line, no file extension
is
assigned. '!hus, such a file might appear in a
directory listing as SUMMARY •• l.
If you wish to edit or create a file, but you
are not in the directory where that file is
located, s~cify the directory pith as part of
the file designation.
In other words, you do
not have to be in the directory where the file
is located in order to edit it.
The same is true of the devicename portion of
the file designation; that is, a device need
not be your default device for you to edit the
files it contains.

SWitches
: auto indent

,--------Function

Default
Syntax

:autosavecount= Function

Use this switch to automatically indent the
next line in your file to match the previous
line's indentation. This switch is identical
to the ~ function described in Chapter 3 of
this manual.
:noautoindent
Type : autoindent
Use this switch to specify how often (after a
given
number of
modifications)
VEW
autanatically saves a cop.{ of the files you
are editing.
Tb turn off this feature in
VFW, specify a value of zero for this switch.
This switch is identical to the .ac. function
described in Chapter 3 of this manual.
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Default
Syntax
:autosavetime=

Function

Default
Syntax
: case

Function

Default

: insert

Use

this switch to differentiate between
up~r- and lCMer-case
characters in
all
search functions. This switch is identical to
the .ul. function descr ibed in Chapter 3 of
this manual.
:nocase, i.e., VEW
<:bes not distinguish
between uppercase and lCMercase characters
during a search.
~

Function

Use this switch to start the VEW progr am in
replace roode. This switch is similar to the
iL function described in Chapter 3 of this
manual. It is different from the ir. function
because you cannot toggle from insert to
replace mode with this switch.
It simply
lets you start VEW in replace mode instead of
insert mode.
: inse rt, i. e., VEW starts in insert mode.
~ :noinsert to enter VFJN in replace mode.

Function

Default
Syntax
:manory=

Use this switch to s~cify how often (after a
given number of minutes) VEW automatically
saves a copy of files you are editing.
'Ib
turn off this feature in VEN, s~cify a value
of zero for this switch.
This switch is
identical to the gt function described in
Chapter 3 of this manual.
:autosavetime=15, i.e., the file is saved
every 15 minutes.
~
:autosavetime= follCMed by an integer
between 0 and 6000.

Syntax

Default
Syntax
:rnac rof il e=

:autosavecount=2000, i.e., the file is saved
after every 2,000 IIDdifications.
~
:autosavecount follCMed by an integer
between 0 and 65,000.

Function

:case

Use this switch to load a file containing a
macro def ini tion you saved when you used VEW
previously. When you enter VEW, you can then
execute that macro with the zm function.
This corranand is identical to the 1m function
described in Chapter 3 of this manual.
No macros are loaded when VFJN is executed.
~ :macrofile= follCMed by the filename of
a macro definition.
Use this switch to s~cify the amount of rcain
manory (in kilobytes) used with each file you
1-6
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Default
Syntax

: override

Function

Default
Syntax

:pagesize=

Function

Default
Syntax

: preserve=

Function

edi t. When you execute VFW and a file is
opened, a copy of the file is put in main
If the file is longer than the
memory.
memory allocated for the file, only a IX>rtion
of it is brought into main manory; other
parts of the file are roved into main manory
when you access than. VFJN runs faster when
the entire file is in main memory.
You can
br ing the
enti re file
into memory
by
specify ing zero as the value for this switch.
:manory=16, i.e., 16 kilobytes of main memory
is reserved for each file.
'lYP= :menory= follCMed by any number between
o and 1900.
Use this switch to edit a file that is not a
data ~ file, even though VFW is designed
to edit only data ~ files.
If a new
version or a copy of the file is created, VEW
preserves the file ~ (the new file is the
same ~ of file).
: noover ride
'lYP= :override
Use this switch to sp:cify the number of
lines VFW moves the cursor when you page
forward or backward. This switch is identical
to the ~ function described in Chapter 3 of
this manual.
:pagesize=20, i.e., the default page size is
20 lines.
'lYP= :pagesize= follCMed by an integer 1 or
larger.
Use this
switch to
specify what
file
attr ibutes (protection and CMnership) are
preserved when a new version of a file is
created when you
exit VFW.
PROTECTION
preserves the protection the file originally
had, but the CMnership of the file could
change (if someone other than the CMner of
the
original
file
edited
the
file) •
OOPROTECTION changes the protection of the
file to the default protection of the user
who edited the file.
CWNER preserves the
CMnership of the file, but the protection may
change (if saneone who has default protection
different from the original file edits the
file). NXWNER changes the ownership of the
file to that of user who edited the file.
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Default
Syntax

:readonly

Function

Default
Syntax
:rightmargin=

Function

Default
Syntax

: screenlength=

Function

Default

ALL preserves
both the
ownership and
protection of the original
file.
NONE
changes the ownership and protection of the
file to the default values of the user who
edited the file.
:preserve=PROl'ECrION,
i.e., the
original
protection is preserved.
~
:preserve= followed by
one of the
following values: PRarEcrION, OOPROI'EcrION,
0ffiER, N:XlVNER, ALL, or NONE.
Use this switch to prevent modification to
the file in VEW.
When the file ap~ars on
your screen, VEJtl lets you move the cursor in
the file but ooes not let you make any
changes.
A bell sounds if you try to ty~
new characters or use any functions that
would modify the file. 'Ibis switch is useful
if you want to read a file using VFJfl, which
makes it easy to move forward and backward
through the file, but you want to protect the
file from any inadvertent modifications.
:noreadonly, i.e., the file can be modified.
~ : rea.donly
Use this switch to s~cify a column number
for the right-margin bell, a bell that is
sounded when you reach the s~cified right
margin.
'Ibis switch works like the rightmargin bell on a ty~riter; it does not
automatically force a carriage return but
warns you that you have reached the margin.
A value of zero for this switch turns off the
right-margin bell. This switch is identical
to the zm function described in Chapter 3 of
this manual.
:rightmargin=O, i.e., the right-margin bell
is turned off.
~ :rightmargin= followed by an
integer 0
or larger.
Use this switch to s~cify the number of
lines that a~ar on the screen.
In other
words, this is the number of lines in your
edi ting window on the file. 'Ibis swi tch is
normally used to make the screen length
shorter than the default value.
'!he defaul t screen length
is the val ue
~cified
in
the setup
file for
your
particular terminal ty{;e.
If you have a
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Syntax

:screenwidth=

Function

Default

Syntax

:setupin=

Function

Default
Syntax

:setupout=

Function

Default

. '17000 or r-I;8000 terminal, the default value
is 24.
~
:screenlength= followed by an integer
from 10 to 200.
Use this switch to specify the number of
characters or columns that appear on the
screen. In other words, this is the width of
your editing window on the file. This switch
is normally used to make the screen width
narrower than the default val ue.
The default
screen width is
the value
specified in
the setup
file for
your
p:irticular terminal type. If you have a '17000
or M:;8000 terminal, the default value is 80.
~
:screenwidth= followed by an integer
from 20 to 160.
Use this switch to specify which setup file
is used for screen input. Setup files are
described in Appendix A.
This switch is
useful if you are using a different terminal
for input and output. Also note that you can
merely specify a di rectory where the setup
files are
located.
If you
specify a
directory, VEW looks in that directory for
the setup file based on the terminal type.
If you specify an explicit file, VEW uses
that file.
The default is the setup file in SYS$DISK!
SYSLm.SEWP/
that
correstx:>nds
to
the
terminal type.
~ :setupin=
followed the name of a setup
file or a directory p:ith where setup files
are located.
Use this switch to specify which setup file
to use for screen output. Setup files are
described in Appendix A.
This switch is
useful if you are using a different terminal
for input and output. Also note that you can
merely specify a directory where the setup
files are
located.
If you
specify a
directory, VEW looks in that directory for
the setup file based on the terminal type. If
you specify an explicit file, VEW uses that
file.
The default is the setup file in SYS$DISK!
SYSLm.SE'IUP/
that
correstx:>nds
to
the
terminal type.
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:sidescroll=

Syntax

'IYPe : setupout= followed l:¥ the name of a
setup file or a directory p:ith where setup
files are located.

Function

Use this switch to specify how many columns
VEW scrolls to the right or left when you
t~ FEist either screen boundary.
~cify a
value of zero for this switch to turn off the
side scrolling feature. This switch is
identical to the ~ function described in
Chapter 3 of this manual.
:sidescroll=20, i.e., the screen scrolls 20
columns sideways when the cursor reaches the
right or left screen boundary.
'IYPe :sidescroll= followed by an integer 0 or
larger.

Default
Syntax
: silent

Function

Defaul t
Syntax
: startup

Function

Use this switch to start VEW in silent mode.
In silent mode, the screen does not fully
ref resh until the end of a macro or a find
and switch. 'Ibis switch is similar to the .t.s.
function described in Chapter 3 of this
manual.
'Ibis switch differs from the ~
function because you cannot toggle in and out
of silent mode with this switch. It simply
lets you start VEW in silent mode.
:nosilent, i. e., VEW does not start in silent
mode.
'IYPe : silent
Use this switch to tell VEW not to read the
p:irameter file in your home
directory before each editing session.
'Ibe
VEWSTART.PRM FEirameter file
is described
later in this chapter.
: startup, i.e., VEW reads the VEWSTART.PRM
file.
'IYPe :nostartup
VEWSTART.PRM

Default
Syntax
: tatM idth=

Function

Default
Syntax
:worddelimiters= Function

Use this switch to specify the number of
spaces between each tab stop. 'Ibis sw itch is
identical to the ~ function described in
Chapter 3 of this manual.
:tatMidth=8, i.e., there are 8 spaces between
each tab stop.
'IYPe :tabwidth= followed l:¥ an integer
between 2 and 1000.
Use this switch to specify which characters
Should treat as word delimiters.
This

VEW
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Default

switch is identical to
the lYQ function
described in Chapter 3 of this manual.
The default values are:

<SP><TAB><NL>!"&'()*+,-.I:;<=>[]
Syntax

'lYP=

:worddelimiters=
followed
characters you want to
specify
delimiters.

I{}#

the
as word

by

Examples

> Vat

testl. pas

This conunand edits the most recent version of the file TFSTl. PAS. If the
file ooes not exist, TFSI'l.PAS.l is created in your default directory.

> Vetl

davelprog.asm

This cormnand edits the most recent version of PRa:;.ASM (if the file
already exists) or creates file PR(X;.ASM.l in directory IDAVE! on the
defaul t device.

> V&1 _dxOlrootdir/report.txt.3
This corranand edits (or creates) the specified file in the nain directory
on device _DXO, even if _DXO is not the default device.

> Vat reportl. txt, report2 •txt, report3 •txt
This conunand opens (or creates) the files REOORr.l. •'1XT, R.EI()RT2. 'IXT, and
REroRr.3 • 'IXT in the defaul t di rectory, and V&I begins editing REroRTl.. 'IXT •
When REFORl'l. 'lXT is exited or aborted, YEW switches to REroRT2. '1XT. When
REOORT2. r.IXT is exited or aborted, YEW switches to REroRT3 •'1XT.
When
REroRr.3. 'lXT is exited or aborted, YEW returns to the eIP command line.

> Vel

D¥file.OOO :menory=O :noinsert :autoindent

This conunand opens (or creates) MYFILE.OOO in the default directory. In
addition, the switches cause the entire file to be placed in manory, VEJtil
starts in replace mode, and the auto indent feature is turned on.
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Using Prompts
If you execute VEW for the first time since logging on without specifying
a File List, VEW prompts you for the File List:
>VeN

> meno.txt

File list

The VEW ParCllleter File

You can tailor VEW to your needs by creating a parameter file in your
hane directory. '!his file contains a corranand-line character string of
switches listed in the previous section. You can specify any switch in
this file that can be specified on the eIP cormnand line. '!he file is
called VEWSTART.PRM, and VEW reads this file before each editing session
to set up the characteristics listed in the file. In other words, typing
VFN is the same as typing VEW followed by the switches specified in the
parameter file. The VEWSTART.PRM file is not read by VEW if you sp:=cify
the :NOSI'AR'IUP switch on the command line when you execute VEW.

NOTE: If you specify a switch on the CIP command line when you execute
VEW that is also specified in the p:1rameter file, the switch on the
corranand 1 ine ooerrides the switch 1 isted in the VEWSTART. PRM file.
Also, you can execute certain functions in VEW to change the
characteristics listed in the VEWSTART.PRM file.
Follow these
directory:
Step 1

steps

create

the VEWSTART.PRM

file

in

your

home

Tyt:e the following on the CIP command 1 ine :
V&1

Step 2

Str ike

Step

Tyt:e a

3

to

vewstart. prm

[RE'mN]

corranand-line character string like the
the first line of the file, substituting the
prefer:

following on
switches you

: r ightmargin=80 :autoindent :autosavetime=10 :case
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Step 4

Strike [ESC] twice and type the following:
ex

This message ap{:ears at the oottan of your screen:
Exiting VEWSTART.P.RM
The characteristics you sI;ecified in the VEWSTART.PRM file are now set up
each time you execute VEW (unless you sI;ecify the : NOsrAR'lUP 9Nitch on
the CIP command line when you execute VEW) •
You can modify this file
whenever you want to change the characteristics that are set up when you
execute VEW.

'!be VBil progrClll and your terminal screen

When you type the VFJtl command and a filename onto the CIP command line
and strike [RE'IRN1, the cursor appears in the upI;er left-hand corner of
the screen at the beginning of the sI;ecified file.
If the file is new,
this is what your tenninal screen looks like:

Fig. 1.3

The screen when you access a newly created file
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If the s~cified file already exists when you execute the VFW comrrand,
i.e., if the filename you s~cify for the p:lrameter to the VFW command is
the name of a file that already exists, the cursor ap~ars at the
beginning of that file. (See fig. 1.4.)
Once you gain access to a file, you can add text or edit the text al ready
in the file.
The dictionary of VEW functions (see Chapter 3) contains detail s on hON
to use the VEW program.
For an explanation of how the cursor and
keyboard behave when you are in the VEW program, i.e., after you execute
the VEW command, see Apfendix B of this manual.
You should also review
the information ~rtaining to the iI.: function (see Chapter 3) •

Fig. 1.4 What your screen looks like when you access an existing file

Executing

VE)l

when the terminal t.yp=! is set incorrectly

If you execute the VFW conunand to create or gain access to a file, and
when the file a~ars on the screen you find that the text is disarrayed
or garbled, your terminal t.yp=! is probably set incorrectly.
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If you use the VEW command to call up a file and find that the text looks
scrambled (see Figure 1.5), follCM these steps:
Step 1

Strike the [ESC] key twice.

Step 2

Type the follCMing:

aby

OOTE: Do not be concerned with whether you can see
that you type onto the screen.
Step 3

Fig. 1.5

the PBY

See your system manager, or turn to Appendix A of this manual
for instructions on how to set your terminal type.

Scrambled Text

Note also that the p:lrticular keys used to execute the control-key
functions available in VEW vary (depending upon the type of terminal you
have). The explanation of the control-key functions, presented in this
manual., gives the WICAT-defaul t character keys for these functions.
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Review Ap~ndix A if the keys specified in this manual do not
desired function.

~rform

the

Functions available in VEIN
There are two kinds of VFJN functions: (1) control-key ftmctions and (2)
escape-key ftmctions.
The control-key functions let you perform a
single, s~cific action, such as deleting one line, while the escape-key
ftmctions let you ~rform more general actions, such as deleting a given
number of lines. A control-key function is derived from an esca~-key
function, and represents a specific, comrronly used way to perform that
escape-key function.
Whether you use a control-key or an escape-key
function in your editing depends on which is more convenient for you.
Control-key functions can be executed with fever keystrokes than escapekey functions.
Most control-key functions are of the type,
[crRL] t,
where you depress the control key and, while pressing [crRL], strike a
character key. This ~ of cx:>ntrol-key ftmction usually can be repeated
by keeping the control key depressed and repetitively striking the
character key.
second type of control-key function is of the type, [ESC] c, where you
strike the escape key (releasing the escape key after you strike it) and
then strike a character.
A third type of control-key function is
executed by striking a key in the alternate keypad.
For example, on
'I7000 and lv{;SOOO key boards, the alternate keypad, located to the right
of the main keypad, contains IS keys.
You can execute one of' IS
different functions by striking a single key on the alternate keypad.

A

The control-key functions are referred to as immediate functions in the
help display, because they allCM you to perform the function
immediately, without accessing the VEW function line.

VFJN

The description of each escape-key function in Chapter 3 lists alternate
ways to execute that function. For more information on the alternate
keypad, see ~ndix B of this manual.
Escape-key functions are of this form,
key follCMed by a two-letter nmemonic:
[ESC] [ESC] ml
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the escape
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When you strike the escape key twice, the number 1 ap~ars at the bottan
of the screen on what is called the VFItl function line:

Fig. 1.6

The VEW function line

The number in parentheses is called the function repetition number and
represents the number of times this function will be repeated.
The
defaul t repetition number is one, but you can specify a nt.mlber other than
one by typing it at this FOint. The r~tition number you tYJ:e ap~ars
in the parentheses.
For example, [ESC] [ESC] 100 ML roves the cursor 100 lines toward the end
of the file. If you specify zero as the function r~tition number, the
function is repeated until the cursor reaches the end of the file or
until you strike any key. (The character for the key you strike to end
the repetition does not ap~ar on the screen.) This is called continuous

mode.
After you specify the function repetition number
mnemonic, this prompt appears:
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and begin

typing the
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In same cases, the escape-key function begins execution immediately after
you t~ the mnemonic. In other cases you must strike [REIRN] or str ike
[ESC] twice to execute the ftmction or s~cify other information with the
ftmction (such as a search string) before it is executed. '!he execution
of each function is described in Chapter 3.
00l'E: Once you are

on the VFJtl function line, [REIRN]

and [ESC] [ESC] are

equivalent.
Generally s~aking, the escape-key functions let you ~rform more
substantial textual changes, while control-key functions are designed to
~rform minor changes quickly.
00l'E: You can also

execute a control-key function from the VEW ftmction
line. 'Ibis lets you s~cify a repetition number so you can repeat
the control-key function more than once. 'lb 00 this, ITOve to the
VFJtl ftmction line by striking [ESC] twice.
Then t~ the
repetition number and the keystrokes needed to execute the controlkey function. The control-key function is then executed the given
number of times.

The Minus Sign

i.e., unless you s~cify otherwise, all VFJtl functions are
performed toward the end of the file. However, as explained in the
instructions for each esca~-key function, the minus sign can be used to
perform the function toward the beginning of the file. In other words,
unless you s~cify a minus sign when typing the function I s rmenonic or
the repetition number for the function onto the VEW function line, the
function always, i.e., by default, is executed tavard the end of the
file.

By default,

For example, if you t~ 100ML onto the VEW function line, the cursor
moves 100 lines tCX\fard the end of the file. But if you ty~ -IOOML onto
the VFW ftmction line, the cursor moves 100 lines tavard the beginning of
the file.
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Use of functions
AI. though the control-key functions are

a proper subset of the escape-key
functions, i. e., the control-key functions were derived from the escapekey functions, not all of the control-key functions are identical to the
escape-key functions fran which they were derived. '!he follCMing list
shCMs the control-key functions
that are identical to escape-key
functions:
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[crRL]
[Cl'RL]
[CI'RL]
[crRL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CI'RL]
[CTRL]
[CI'RL]
[Cl'RL]
[Cl'RL]
[CI'RL]

a
b
d

e
f

g
h

k
n
0

p
r
t

u
v
w

x
y

z
A

[ESC] c
[ESC] y
{PFl}
{PF2}
{PF3}
{PF4}
{7}

{4}
{8}
{S}
{9}
{6}
{-}
{,}
{I}
{2}
{3}
{OJ

.

{ }

]

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

fl
-dw

de
me
rcw
el
-rep
dw

01
rnl

mp
-IIW

mt
df
dc
-ml

go
ell

rp
rs
ef
sf
cp
-ell

ud
dr
dIn
xm

sr
-sr
fs
-fs
ds
-ds

ex
sa

cu
cd
pa

uc
lc

Move cursor to front of line
Delete previous word
Delete to end of line
Move cursor to end of file
Move to next word
Move cursor to end of line
Move to previous page
Delete current word
Create blank line
Move to next 1 ine
Move to next page
Move to previous word
Move cursor to top of file
Delete to front of line
Delete current character
Move to previous line
Move to line no. or block mark
Delete current line
Repeat last conunand
Refresh screen
Edit a new file
SWitch to a file
Create a CIP
Delete previous line
Undo previous deletion/position
Def ine range
Define macro
Execute macro
Search (forward)
Search (backward)
Find & switch (forward)
Find & switch (backward)
Decide & switch (forward)
Decide & switch (backward)
Exit file and save this COp.{
Save this COp.{ of file
CUt line(s)
CUt & delete line(s)
Paste
Change to upp:rcase
Change to lCMercase
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{ENTER}

[ESC] [ESC] ic

Insert control character

Help display
To call up a listing, or help display, of VEW functions and diagnostic
messages, strike [ESC] [ESC] and t~ he onto the VEW function line.

The help display is four pages, or screenfuls, long.
the screen, press any key to move to the next page.

Once you call it to

You can exit the help display at any time by typing [CI'RL] c or you can
exit from the last page of the display by pressing any key on the
keyboard. The cursor apt:ears where it was in the file before you called
up the help display.

Entering and exiting the VEH function line
Strike the escape key twice to access the VFJtl function line; strike
[ESC] [ESC] a second time (or strike [RETRN]) to exit the function line.
Consequently, if you enter the VEW function line and then decide not to
perform a function, si~y strike [ESC] [ESC] (or [RETRN]) again.
You can also exit the VEW function line by typing [CI'RL] c.
In this
case, the cursor exits the command line and returns to the file,.and
anything you t~d in resp:>nse to the pranpts for that function is not
saved. In other words, if you begin typing a function and decide not to
execute it, you can exit the function line and return to the file by
typing [CI'RL] c.
You cannot recall the values you typed for this
function and edit them since the values are not saved.

Aborting conunands
Sanetimes you execute a function and then decide you want to stop the
execution of the command. 'lYt:e [CI'RL] c to do so. [crRL] c also aborts a
function before it is executed as described in the section above. This
control-key function tenninates every function except the following:
[ESC] [ESC] sa
[ESC] [ESC] pf
[CI'RL]
[crRL]
[crRL]

c stops the function at whatever IX>int the function is at when
c is t~d.
In other words, if you execute .sI. and then t~
c, the search is terrnina ted the moment you type [Cl'RL] c and the
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cursor reappears on the screen at the point in the file to which the
search had been completed. Thus [CI'RL] c does not undo what the corrarand
did prior to its termination. You can return the cursor to where the
search began by executing the .ud function.

Unknom commands

If you try to tTI:e on the YEW function line anything other than the
mnemonics for the ftmctions listed in this manual, a bell or beep sounds.
The cursor ranains on the function line. You can either tYJ;e a recognized
esca~key
or control-key function, or exit the YEW corrarand line by
striking [RETRN] or ~ing [CI'RL] c.

Diagnostic messages
If you make an error in the YEW program, a diagnostic
following appears at the bottom of your screen:
YEW

FAILED
MESSPGE

message like the

Opening file. txt
Status = 133.
The specified file could not be found.

The 1YMCS. User I s Reference Manna' has a complete glossary of diagnostic
messages.
Look in that manual for an explanation of any diagnostic
messages that may appear during your editing session.
The contents of a file are not altered when a diagnostic message apt:ears.
Press [CI'RL]
to ref resh your screen, and the diagnostic message
disappears.

Repeating/editing an escape-key ftmction
Use [crRL] \ to recall the previous esca~key function, i. e., the most
recently executed function, so that you can edit it (if you wish) and
execute it again.
Use [CI'RL] z (or the.m esca~key function) to execute the previous
ftmction without being able to edit it.
For example, if the last
ftmction you executed was the .st. esca~key ftmction, you could use
[CI'RL] z to find the next occur rence of the same str ing.
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Fditing the VF1tl function line
Once you recall the previous escape-key function with [Cl'RL] \, you can
edi t the VFH function line to al ter the escape-key function that was
executed.
For example, you can change the target string for a search
ftmction. If the previous escape-key function was the .fs. function, the
connnand line might aPt:ear like this when you recall it:
.
Rep> 10 Find FWd> "VENn SWitch to> ''Virtual Editing Window
The number follaving Rep> is the repetition count. If the repetition
count was one, no number appears.
As you can see, the search string was
''VEN" and the string with which it was replaced was "Virtual Editing
Window. II Each of these items (the repetition count, search string, and
replace string> is called a field. You can use various VEN control-key
functions once you are on the function line to edit these fields. Note
that if you start typing at the beginning of a field, the original text
is deleted and the text you type is inserted in the field. Once you have
edited the function line, strike [RETRN] (or [ESC] [ESC]) from anywhere on
the tunction line to execute the edited function.
The follaving is a
Sl.lIl'lIPary of the functions you can use when the cursor
is on the function
line:
[RErRN]

Executes the function.

[ESC] [ESC]

Executes the function.

a

Moves the cursor to the front of the field.
If the
cursor is at the front of the field, it moves the
cursor to the end of the previous field.

[CI'RL] g

Moves the cursor to the end of the field.
If the
cursor is at the end of the field, it moves the cursor
to the front of the next field.

[CI'RL] f

Moves the cursor to the next word delimiter in the
field.
If there are no more word delimiters in the
field, the cursor moves to the front of the next field.

[CI'RL] r

Moves the cursor to the previous word delimiter in the
field.
If there are no more word delimiters in the
field, the cursor moves to the end of the previous
field.

v

Deletes the character in the cursor.
This deletes
characters only in the field the cursor is in.

[CI'RL]

[CI'RL]

[DEL]

Deletes the previous character.
If you delete all the
characters in the last
(rightmost) field of thefunction, the prompt for the last field disap~ars and
the deletion continues with the previous field.
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[CI'RL]

k

Deletes everything
delimiter.

from the

cursor to

the next word

[CI'RL] b

Deletes everything from the cursor to the previous word
delimiter.
If you delete all the characters in the
last (rightmost) field of the function, the prompt for
the last field disappears and the deletion continues
with the previous field.

[crRL] Y

Deletes the contents of the field the cursor is in.

[crRL] d

Deletes everything
field.

[crRL] u

Deletes everything from the cursor to the front of the
field. If you delete all the characters in the last
(rightmost) field of the function, the prompt for the
last field disappears and the deletion continues with
the previous field.

[CI'RL]

Inserts the original value (the value before you
started editing) of the field at the cursor.
This is
helpful if you want to add some text at the beginning
of the field.
When you begin typing at the beginning
of the field, the existing text is deleted. After you
add the text, you can execute [CI'RL] \ to insert the
text that was in the field when you began.

\

from the cursor

to the end

of the

{PFl}

Deletes everything in the
field and inserts the
original value (the value of the field before you
started editing) •

{ENTER}

Inserts a control character.

[crRL] _

Refreshes the function line.
For example, this
function would be used if someone sent a nessage to
your terminal that caused the display of the function
line to be altered. [CTRL] _ would restore the function
line to the state it was in before the message was
received.

[crRL]

c

Exits the function
file.
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Restoring deleted material
When you use a control-key ftmction or an escape-key ftmction to delete
material, the.ud ftmction can be used to restore material; provided .ud is
executed jrnmediately after the deletion. (On '17000 and K;8000 terminals,
striking the {PFl} key located in the alternate keyp:td is equivalent to
executing the .lId ftmction.)
For example, if you wish to roove to the top of the file and strike
[CTRL] y instead of [CTRL] t, simply type [ESC] [ESC] ud to restore the
line you accidentally deleted.
Nevertheless, the .lId ftmction does not always restore all the deleted
material. '!he reason for this is that a deletion sanetimes results in an
adjustment or relocation of the part of the file in main memory, and the
deleted material cannot be retrieved.
'!he .ud ftmction can also be used to undo a previous move. For example,
if your last ftmction moved the cursor to the end of the file, you could
execute.lId to move the cursor to the position it was in before it was
moved to the end of the file. '!he.lId ftmction is described completely in
Chapter 3.

Line length for text
The VEW Program lets you create lines of any length.
'!here is no limit
to the length of a line VEW can edit. Of course, if the line is longer
than the wldth of the screen, you must move the editing window to the
right or left to see the remainder of the line. This is usually done
automatically by the side scrolling feature of VEW.

File versions
The text you see on the screen when you use the VEW command to access a
file is a copy of the file. In other words, the original file ranains
intact on the disk even while you are working on the copy.
The version number assigned to the original is 1.
'!bus, if you use the
VEW command to access an existing file, a 2 is assigned to the copy of
the tile that you have on the screen, i. e., in memory. The 2 (or any
other version number) is assigned to the copy of the file when you exit
that file. Fig. 1.7 illustrates the concept of file versions.
obtain a directory listing of all the versions of a particular file,
use the .dU: corranand, and place an asterisk, *, in the version number
field of the file designation. For example:

To
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> dir letter.txt.*
To eliminate old versions of a file, use either the del. command or the
W oommand.
Information on these connnands is available in the ~
User's Reference Man!1a' •

Finally, if the filename you type onto the CIP command line has no
extension or version number, e.g., you ty~ Vel lesson, this is what the
directory listing for the file would look like:
LESSCN •• 1

The one is the version number. 1be two dots delimit the extension (see
the ~ User I s Reference Manual) and ap~ar in the directory listing
whether or not you specify an extension.

1. Edit file LESSON •• l; copy of file made,
but LESSON •• 1 remains on disk.

DISK

4 • LESSON •• 1 and
LESSCN •• 2 both
on disk, i • e. ,
LESSCN •• 2 a
version of
LESSON •• l.

3. When edited copy
of LESSON •• 1 saved,
stored on disk as
LESSON •• 2.

2. Copy of LESSON •• 1
placed in memory
for editing.

Fig. 1.7 A version of a file is a modified copy of the original file.
Compare the original to a printed report, it's as if a copy
of the report is edited and filed along with the original.
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Toggle ftmctions

Six of the VEW functions are toggle functions, i.e., flip-flop functions:
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ai
dr
ir
ss

Autoindent
Def ine macro
Def ine range
Insert/replace
VEIN status report

ul

Up~rcase/lCMercase

dIn

flag

In other words, each of these functions lets you switch from one state or
mode to another, simply by executing the function.
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Chapter 2
Directory of VEW Functions
In this directory, the functions are grou~d according to what you use
them to do: move the cursor, delete, cut and paste, etc.
Control-key
functions and other functions, such as the alternate keypad and the arrow
See
keys, are listed next to their equivalent esca~-key functions.
Chapter 3 for an alphabetical list of VEW's escape-key functions. That
chapter explains step-by-step how to execute each function.
The N in parentheses next to some of the escape-key functions represents
the function repetition nuni:>er.
The minus sign, -, next to some of the
escape-key functions means the function is performed toward the beginning
of the file.
The character keys specified in this chapter as control-key functions and
alternate keypad functions are default character keys for these functions
on a WICAT '17000 or l-li8000 terminal.
These character keys may differ
according to your terminal type. If your terminal is not a T7000, or if
you want to assign keys other than those ~cified here, read appendix A.
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Directory of VEW Functions
Move the Cursor to:
Location

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

Top of file
Bottom of file

[ESC][ESC] mt
[ESC][ESC] me

[CTRL] t
[CTRL] e

Next page
Previous page

[ESC][ESC] (n)mp
[ESC][ESC] - (n)mp

[CTRL] p
[CTRL1 h

Front of next line
Front of previous line
Same column of next line
Same column of previous line
A given line number
Location at top of stack

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

[CTRL] a
[CTRL] w

Front of line
End of line

[ESC][ESC] fl
[ESC][ESC] el

[CTRL] a
[CTRL] g

Next word
Previous word

[ESC][ESC] (n)mw
[ESC][ESC] - (n)mw

[CTRL] f
[CTRL] r

Next character
Previous character

[ESC][ESC] (n)mc
[ESC][ESC] - (n)mc

right-arrow
left-arrow

Previous position

[ESC][ESC] ud

{PF1}

(n)ml
- (n)ml
(n)pl
- (n)pl
go
po

Other
functions

[BACK SPACE]

down-arrow
up-arrow
[CTRL] x

Search
Control-key
functions

Type of search

Escape-key
functions

Decide & switch (forward)
Decide & switch (backward)
Find & switch (forward)
Find & switch (backward)
Search (forward)
Search (backward)

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Case distinct in search

[ESC][ESC] ul
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(n )ds
- (n )ds
(n)fs
- (n )fs
(n )sr
- (n )sr

Other
functions

{9}
{6}
{8}

{5}
{7}
{4}

Directory of VEW Flmctions

Delete:
Item deleted

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

To bottom of file
To top of file

[ESC][ESC] dd
[ESC][ESC] - dd

Line(s) (forward)
Line(s) (backward)
Delete a range
Define a range for deletion

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

To front of line
To end of line

[ESC][ESC] df
[ESC][ESC] de

[CTAl] u
[CTAl] d

Word
Previous word

[ESC][ESC] (n )dw
[ESC][ESCl - (n )dw

[CTAl] k
[CTAl] b

Character
Previous character

[ESC][ESC] (n )dc
[ESC][ESC] - (n )dc

[CTAl] v
[DEL]

Undo previous deletion

[ESC][ESC] ud

(n)dl
- (n)dl
dl
dr

Other
functions

[CTAl] y
[ESC] y
[CTAl] y
{PF2}

{PF1}

Create blank line
Application

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

Create blank line(s)

[ESC][ESC] (n)ol

[CTAl] n

Application

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

Define range for cutting
Cut line(s)
Cut & delete line(s)
Paste line(s)
Write cut buffer to file
Erase cut buffer

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Other
functions

Cut and Paste
Other
functions
{PF2}
{1 }
{2}
{3}

dr
(n )cu
(n )cd
(n)pa
pf
ec

Create a CIP
Application

Escape-key
functions

Create a CIP from VEW

[ESC][ESC] cp
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Control-key
functions

Other
functions
[ESC] c

Directory of VEW Functions

Screen Functions and Help Display
Application

Escape-key
functions

Refresh screen
Help display
Set horizontaJ view
Set page size
Change to lowercase
Change to uppercase
Define range for case change
Set right margin bell
Side scroll width
Set tab width
Define word delimiters
Silent mode
Display status line
Display status page
Insertlreplace
Auto indent

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESCJIESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Control-key
functions
rs
he
hv
ps
(n)lc
(n)uc
dr
rm
sw

Other
functions

[CTRl] _

{.}

{O}
{PF2}

tw
wo
ts
ss
sp
ir
ai

File control
Application

Escape-key
functions

Abort editing session
Abort all files
Save this copy of file
Exit file & save this copy
Exit all files & save copies
Rename this copy of file
Insert file
Edit new file
Write "range/cut buffer to file
Switch to file
Autosave count
Autosave time

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
lESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Control-key
functions

Other
functions

ab
aa
sa
ex
ea
fn
(n)if
ef
pf
sf
ac
at

{,}
{- }

[CTRl] .[CTAl] ]

Control Characters
. Application
Insert control-key character
Insert tab character, <TAB>
Insert newline, <Nl>
Insert form feed, < FF>
Insert carriage return, <CR>

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

{ENTER}

[ESC][ESC] ic
[CTRL]
[CTRl]
[CTAl]
[CTRl]
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Other
functions

i
j
I
m

Directory of VEW Functions

Repeat or Edit the Previous Escape-key Function
Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

[ESC][ESC] rp

[CTAll z
[CTAll/

Application

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions

Define macro
Execute macro
Save macro to file
load macro from file

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Application
Repeat last function
Recall last escape-key function

Other
functions

Macros

dm
(n)xm
sm
1m

Other
functions
{PF3}
{PF4}

Range Functions
Application

Escape-key
functions

Define range
Delete range
Cut range
Cut & delete range
Change range to uppercase
Change range to lowercase
Write range to file

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Control-key
functions
dr
dl
cu
cd
uc
Ic
pf

Other
functions
{PF2}

[CTAll y

{1 }
{2}

{O}
{.}

Block Marks
Application

Escape-key
functions

Set block mark
Move to block mark
Display block marks
Delete block mark
Push position
Pop position

[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]
[ESC][ESC]

Control-key
functions
sb
go
bd
db
pu
po

Other
functions

[CTAl] x

Terminate a VEW function
Application

Escape-key
functions

Control-key
functions
[CTAl] c

Terminate VEW function
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Other
functions

Chapter 3
Dictionary of VEW Functions
This dictionary of escape-key functions is arranged alphabetically
according to the nmernonics used in executing the functions.
Control-key functions and alternate keypad functions are described under
their corresponding escape-key functions.
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abort all

Functional Description
Use this function to abort all the files being edited,
files you specified in the File List p:lrameter for VEW.

including any

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC] •
'!be number 1 appears
your screen on the VEW ftmction line.

Step 2

Type

at the

ix>ttcm of

aa. 'Ibis pranpt appears at the bottom of your screen:
Abort all, Are you sure?

Step 3

Type

y. '!his message appears at the bottom of your screen:
Aborting FILE.TXT

The cursor appears on the CIP command line.
If you type N (or any character other than Y) in resp:>nse to
the prompt, no files are c¥x>rted and the cursor returns to
its previous position in the file.

Corresp:>nding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] ab
[ESC] [ESC] ea

Abort file
Exit all files

aa-l

ab
abort

Functional Description
Use this function to exi t a file wi thout sav ing any
made to the file dur ing the editing session.

edi tor ial changes

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one apt:ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

~

abe If you have not made any changes to
report appears at the bottom of your screen:

bottom of

the file, this

Aborting FILENAME
If you have made
appears:

any

changes

to

the file,

this

prompt

Aborting FILENAME, Are you sure?
Step

3

~

y onto the function line. The cursor appears
right angle bracket on the CIP corranand line.

next to a

If you ty};:e N (or any character other than Y) in resp:>nse to
the prompt the file is not aborted and the cursor returns to
its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
The gb function is particularly useful if you call up the wrong file and
wish to exit it without saving a new version of the file, or if you
mistakenly type the name of an existing file and find that you are
creating a new file instead of editing an existing file.
ab-l

ab

When you abort a file, you do not alter the contents of the original
file, i.e., you abort the editing of the file (the copy of the file in
menory), not the file in disk memory.
The .ab. fmction aborts only one file at a time. Use the
abort all of the files you are editing.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] aa
[ESC] [ESC] ex
[ESC] [ESC] sa

ab-2

Abort all files
Exit buffer and save this copy
Save this copy of the file

.aa. function to

autosave count

Functional Description
Use this function to specify how often (after a given number of
modifications to a file) VEW saves a version of the files you are
editing. (A modification is a keystroke, such as inserting a letter or
deleting a character, or function, such as the paste (pa) function that
alters the file.)

Execution
Step

1

Step 2

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.
Type

oottcm of

ac. This prompt appears at the bottom of your screen:
Autosave count) 2000

Step

3

Step 4

an integer from 0 to 65,000. This is the number of
modifications made to a file before VEW autanatically saves a
version of the file. If you 00 not want VEW to automatically
save your file, type a value of 0 in resI;X>nse to the prompt.
By
default, the
file
is
saved after
(!!fIery
2,000
roodifications.

Type

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

cursor returns to its

previous position

Cor resI;X>nding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] at

Autosave time
ac-l

auto insert

Functional Description
Use this fmction to turn the auto indentation mode on or off. When the
auto indentation mode is on, VEW autanatically idents each line to match
the indentation of the previous line.

Execution
Step 1

Str~ke [ESC] [ESC].
'!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

~

2

oottorn of

ai. '!his message appears at the l:ottan of your screen:

Auto indention mode on
'!be cursor returns to its previous ~sition in the file, and
the message disappears when you strike any key.

Tb turn auto indentation mode off, repeat steps 1 and 2.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] sp Show status page

ai-l

autosave time

Functional Description
Use this function to SJ;ecify how often (after a given number of minutes)
VEW saves a version of the files you are editing.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

Type

bottan of

at. This pranpt appears at the bottom of your screen:
Autosave time> 15

an integer fran. a to 6,000. This is the number of
minutes that elapse before VEW autanatically saves the file.
If you Cb not want VEW to save the file, type a in res~nse
to this prompt.

Step 3

Type

Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

Corres~nding

[ESC] [ESC]

ac

cursor returns to its

previous position

and Related Functions
Autosave count

at-l

bd
block mark display

Functional Description
Use this function displays all block marks, that have been set during the
editing session.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap~ars at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Type

bd. This kind of display

ap~ars

on your screen:

bd-l

bd

The display shows the name of the block mark, the line number
and character position (column number) of the block mark, and
the file it is in.
If there are no block marks in the file, the display appears
on your screen with no entries in it.
Step 3

Press any key. The cursor returns to its previous position in
the file.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] db
[ESC] [ESC] sb

bd-2

Delete block mark
Set block mark

cd
cut & delete

Functional Description
Use this function to copy a line or a
delete the copied text fran the file.

range into

the cut

buffer and

Execution
Step

1

Position the cursor at the beginning of the line, or text,
that you wish to cut (if you are cutting only one line)., or
on the first line of the set of lines you wish to cut. If
you have defined a range for cutting,' the cursor ooes not
need to be at the beginning of the text. The location of the
cursor determines where the cut begins. Thus, if the cursor
is located in the middle of a line, only the character in the
cursor and the t:art of the line to the right of the cursor
will be included in the cut.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 3

If you only wish to cut one line of text or a defined range,
skip this step.
otherwise, type onto the function line a
numeral representing the number of lines you wish to cut.

Step 4

~

cd. 'Ibis
screen:

rressage appears br iefly at the

bottom of

bottan of your

CoWing to cut buffer ..•
After the lines have been cut, the cut text is deleted and
the cursor moves to the line or character irrntediately after
the text that was cut. Thus you can quickly see whether you
cut the text you wanted to.
If you try to cut more lines than actually exist between the
cursor and the end of the file, e.g., there are only 20
cd-l

cd
lines, from where the cursor is located, to the end of the
file, and you s~cify 100 as the function re~tition number,
the cut will only be made to the end of the file.
See the ~ function for an explanation of hCM to complete the
cut and paste process.

Notes on Usage
Use the.ud function to restore text that was deleted with the m
function. You must execute.ud iIt1IIediately after the the text is cut to
restore it.
If you wish to copy the text
function.

but not delete it from the file, use the .c.u

You can make as many consecutive cuts as you wish.
rrbe cut material is
added to the cut buffer (a file named VEWQJTlXT.'IMP created by the VEW
program and placed in your default directory) so that when you paste the
material into the text of the file, the itens in the t,:asted text apt;ear
in the order in which they were cut.
Nevertheless, the cuts must be all be made before you paste the text.
The cut b..lffer is cleared of its old contents the next time you cut text
after pasting.
The cut buffer is also cleared each time you exit the file, i. e., use the
function.
In other words, when you exit the file, VEWClJTIXT.TMP is
automatically deleted from your directory.

~

Use the K function to erase the contents of the cut buffer.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{2}
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

cd-2

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

CUt and delete text for pasting
cu CUt text for t,:asting
pa Paste cut tuffer
ec Erase cut tuffer
ud Undo previous deletion

cp
CIP

Functional Description

----------------------------------------------------------------Use this function to create a CIP while you are in the VEW Program.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

~

2

bottan of

cp. This kind of report app:ars on the screen:
Entering Command Line Interpreter ...

Step

3

The cursor appears on the
looks sanething like this:

CIP cormnand line. The

CIP pranpt

You can Co anything in the CIP you create with this function
that you can do in any CIP.
Step 4

To exit, or tenninate, the CIP you have just
log onto the CIP cormnand line.

Step 5

Strike [RETRN].
screen:

This kind of

created, type

report briefly appears

on the

USER logged off at 09-Jun-1985 10:25:32
The cursor then returns to its previous position in 'the file.

cJrl

cp

Notes on Usage
You cannot access the CIP in which you were operating when you accessed
the file with the ~ function. To do that, you must exit the file.
For example, sUPI:Ose that you are in LETrER. FJXT, and use this function to
create a CIP.
When you t:n:e cp onto the VFN ftmction line, a report
similar to this briefly appears on your screen:
Saving All Files ••• Entering Corranand Line Interpreter .••
Were you to t:n:e stat onto the CIP
report of this kind would appear:
Time:
Up time:

pm

FFFFOO02
FFFFOOOI
FFFF0034
FFFF0043
FFFF0042

13-Jul-1985 13:01:03.75
0 4:56:36.79
Process Name
Port
QuELManager
Logf1ush
CIP_GPACE

_T'IU
_T'IU

CIP_VEH

_T'IU
_T'IU

vew_GPACE

_TID

cormnand 1 ine

~!d

str ike

[REmN], a

Free memory:
Status
Waiting
Waiting
Chi1dWait
Chi1ciVait
ChilciVait

740 K

Size Prio Scheduled Times

- 40- -0
4
48
12
128

0
1
1
1

61
9688
127
21
88

100
100
60
60
60

This report gives you information on each process running on your system.
The eIP you create with this function is 1 isted as CIP_VEW •
Were you to type dir onto the CIP cormnand line to get a directory listing
of the directory in which the file is located (the file you were
editing), this kind of directory listing would appear on the screen:
Directory listing of _DCO/USERS.GRACEI
LETl'ER. TXT. 3
MANUAL. TXT .12
RErum'. TXT. 4

SAMPLE. FJXT. 2

USEROFF. CDM. 4
USERJP. (!)M.lS

VEW$$$AFI'. TMP.l
VEW$$$BEF. TMP.l
VEW $ $ $aJT • TMP.l

The three files with the extension of .'IMP are associated with the
process of editing the file. You cannot delete these.TMP files, nor
should you in any wcrj tamper with them, e.g., copy them, rename them, or
use the VEW comnand to access then.
Further.more, if you try to use the VEW oammand to access the file you
were editing when you created the CIP, this kind of diagnostic message
appears on your ter.minal screen:
VEW
FAILED

MESSPGE

cp-2

Opening LETrER. TXT
Status = 136.
The specified file is write-locked.

cp
This tells you that the s~cified, or source, file could not
because the ~cified file is write-locked (STAWS=136).

be ot:ened

Corresponding and Related Functions
[esc] c

Create a CIP fram VEW

cp-3

cut

Functional Description
Use this
buffer.

function to copy

text (lines or

a defined range into

the cut

Execution
Step

I

Position the cursor at the beginning of the line, or text,
that you wish to cut (if you are cutting only one line), or
on the first line of the set of lines you wish to cut. If
you have defined a range for cutting, the cursor does not
need to be at the beginning of the text. The location of the
cursor deter.mines where the cut begins. Thus, if the cursor
is located in the middle of a line, only the character in the
cursor and the part of the line to the right of the cursor
will be included in the cut.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one app:ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 3

If you only wish to cut one line of text or a defined range,
skip this step.
Otherwise, ~ onto the function line a
numeral representing the number of lines you wish to cut.

Step 4

Typ:

cu. This message

ap~ars

briefly at the

bottom of

bottcm of your

screen:
Copying to cut ooffer ••.
After the lines have been cut, the cursor moves to the line
or character iIrmediately after the text that was cut. Thus
you can quickly see whether you cut the text you wanted to.
Note that the "cut" lines still ap~ar in the text of the
file. Lines that are cut are actually copied into a buffer,
and the or iginal lines remain in the text Lmtil you decide to
delete than.
cu-l

cu
Were you to paste the cut lines into the text
location, and edit either set of lines, the
lines would be unaffected by the enendation.

at some other
other set of

Finally, if you try to cut more lines than actually exist
between the cursor and the end of the file, e.g., there are
only 20 lines, from where the cursor is located, to the end
of the file, and you S};ecify 100 as the function r~tition
number, the cut will only be made to the end of the file.
See the ~ function for an explanation of how to complete the
cut and paste process.

Notes on Usage
You can make as many consecutive cuts as you wish.
'!he cut material is
added to the cut mffer (a file named VEW<lJT'IXT. TMP created by the VFJtl
program and placed in your default directory) so that when you paste the
material into the text of the file, the itans in the pasted text ap~ar
in the order in which they were cut.
Nevertheless, the cuts must be all be made before you paste the text.
'!he cut buffer is cleared of its old contents the next time you cut text
after pasting.
The cut buffer is also cleared each tine you exit the file, i.e., use the
function.
In other words, when you exit the file, VEW<lJT'IXT.TMP is
automatically deleted from your directory.

~

Use the ec function to erase the contents of the cut buffer.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{I}
[ESC] [ESC]
[ESC] [ESC]
[ESC] [ESC]

cu-2

CUt text for pasting
pa Paste cut mffer
cd CUt and delete text for pasting
ec Erase cut mffer

db
delete block mark

Functional Description
Use this function to delete the a
with the .sO function.

block mark you have named in your file

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VFJtl function line.

bot tan of

Step 2

Type db. 'Ibis prompt appears at the bottan of your screen:

Delete block mark>
Step

3

Step 4

Type the name of a block mark.

Strike [RE'mN]. If it is a valid block mark name, the block
mark is deleted and the cursor returns to its previous
I.X>sition in the file. If it is not a valid block mark, no
block marks are deleted and this message ap~ars at the
bottom of your screen:
Unknown block mark name
Then the cursor returns to its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
The block marks are autanatically deleted when you exit the file.
db-l

db

Corresponding and Related Functions

----------------------------------------------------------[ESC] [ESC] bd
[ESC] [ESC] sb

db-2

Display block marks
Set block marks

de
delete character

Functional Description
Use this function to delete given number of characters.

-------------------------------------------------------------------Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor on the character to be deleted, or on the
first character of the string of characters to be deleted.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the oottom of
your screen on the VFN function line.

Step 3

If you wish to delete the character in the cursor, skip this
step. If you wish to delete a single character preceding the
cursor, ~ a minus sign, -.
If you wish to delete more than one character, type the
number of characters to re deleted; a positive number for a
forward deletion, or a negative number for a backward
deletion.

Step 4

Tyt:e d::. The specified

characters are deleted and the cursor
returns to its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
Use the ud function to restore text you have deleted.

dc-l

de

Corresponding and Related Functions
Delete character in the cursor
Delete character preceding the cursor
[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo previous deletion

[CTRL] v
[DEL]

dc-2

dd
drastic deletion

Functional Description
Use this function to delete all the text from the cursor to the end or to
the tront of a file.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

Type a minus sign if you want

Step 3

bottom of

to delete the text to front of
the file. Skip this step if you want to delete the text to
the end of the file.

Type dd.

This kind of pranpt

appears at the bottcm

of your

screen:
Delete to end of file, Are you sure?
Step 4

Type y.

If you are deleting to the end of the fil e, the
lines from the cursor to the <EOF) symbol are deleted, the
<EOF) symbol rroves to end of the renaining text, and the
cursor apt:ears at the end of the file.
If you deleting to the front of the file, the lines from the
cursor to the front of the file are deleted, the renaining
text moves to the top of the file, and cursor appears at the
beginning of the file.

dd-l

dd

Notes on Usage

---------

The .Qd ftmction is useful for deleting large blocks of text, either
tavard the end or tcward the top of your file, without sJ.:ecify ing the
number of lines to be deleted.
The delete ftmctions ~, dl.., and ~ require you to sJ.:ecify the number of
words, lines, or characters you wish to delete.
Use the

~

ftmction to restore text you have deleted.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

dd-2

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

dw
de
df

dc
dl
ud

Delete word
Del ete to end of line
Del ete to" front of 1 ine
Delete character
Delete line or range
Restore previous deletion

de
delete to end

Functional Description
Use this ftmction
line.

to delete the text

from the cursor to the

end of the

Execution
Step 1

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number one apt:ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

~

2

de. '!he characters
line are deleted.

from the cursor

bottan of

to the end

of the

Notes on Usage
Use the JJd ftmction to restore text you have deleted.

Corresponding and Related Functions

,----------------------

[CTRL] d
Delete to end of line
[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo previous deletion
[ESC] [ESC] df Del ete to front of 1 ine

de-I

df
delete to front

Functional Description
Use this function to delete the text
line.

fram the cursor to the front of the

Execution
Step

I

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VFJiI function line.

oottorn of

The characters from the left of the cursor
front of the line are deleted.

Type df.

to the

Notes on Usage
The .dE. function

deletes all characters (and closes the sp:lce occasioned
fran the cursor to the front of the line on which the
cursor is located. 'nle character CNer which the cursor is p:>sitioned is
retained.

by the deletion)

Use the .lld function to restore text you have del eted.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTR] u
Delete to front of line
[ESC] [ESC] de Del ete to end of line
[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo previous deletion

df-l

dl
delete line

Functional Description
Use this function to delete a given number of lines or a range you have
defined.

Examples
Step I

Place the cursor anywhere on the line you wish to delete Cif
you're deleting a single line), or on the first line of the
group of lines you wish to delete. If you wish to delete a
range, you must define the range before executing this
ftmction.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the bottom of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 3

If you wish to the line the cursor is on or if you wish to
delete a range, skip this step.
If you wish

delete toward the top ot the file, type a
line) or a minus sign and
a numeral to delete more than a single line.
to

minus sign, -, (to delete a single
OOI'E: The line on which the

cursor is located is not deleted
if specify a negative number as the function repetition
number.

If you wish to delete more than one line toward the bottom of
the file, type a numeral representing the number of lines you
wish to delete.
Step 4

'!YFe dl.

The specified text is del eted.

dl-l

dl

Notes on Usage
If you delete text toward the top of the file (by s~cifying a !;X)sitive
function repetition number), the line the cursor is on is not deleted. If
you delete text tCMard the bottan of the file (by sp:cifying a J::Ositive
repetit~on number), the line the cursor is on .is. deleted.
Use the

~

function to restore text you have deleted.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CI'RL] Y
[ESC] [ESC]

dl-2

ud

Delete line
Undo previous deletion

dm
define macro

Functional Description
Use this function to define a macro (a series of keystrokes, functions,
etc.) that can later be executed with a single function.

Execution
Step

1

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. 'Ibe ntmlber one apr:ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.
Type

Cottom of

dm. 'Ibis message apI;ears at the Cottom of your screen:
Macro definition on

'l'he message disapt:ears as soon as you type a key.
Step

3

Step 4

Type the control

keys or commands that you wish to put into
your macro.
NJw anything you tyJ;e or any functions you
execute until you t:e rforrn step 4 are def ined as a macro.
Strike [ESC] [ESC] again. '!his message apr:ears at the Cottom
of your screen, signifying that the macro has been defined:
Macro definition off
The message disapt:ears as soon as you tYJ;e a key.

dm-l

din

Notes on Usage
If you plan to d:> the same editing function over and over in a file, it
is useful to define a nacro for that ftmction. For example, if you wish
to add five spaces to the beginning of each line in your file, turn on
the macro definition with [ESC] [ESC] drn. Strike the sp:tcebar five times,
tYJ;:e [CTRL] 0 to move the cursor to the front of the next line, and turn
off the nacro definition with [ESC] [ESC] drn.
NaY you can ~rform this
function repeatedly by executing the zm function. (You can execute a
nacro with a single keystroke on T7000 or M38000 terminals by striking
{PF4}.)
You can only have one nacro def ined at a time (the macro l:::uffer only has
roam for one macro).
That nacro is the one executed with the xm
function. However, you can use more than one nacro by saving a defined
macro with the.sn function and loaded a previously saved nacro with the
1m function.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{PF3}
Define nacro [ESC] [ESC] 1m Load macro
[ESC] [ESC] SIn Save nacro
[ESC] [ESC] xm Execute nacro

dm-2

define range

Functional Description
Use this function to define a range of text that can subsequently be
deleted, copied to the cut bJffer, written to another file, changed from
upJ;er- to lCMer-case letters, or changed from lcwer- to upper-case
letters.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one apJ;ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

~

oottom of

dr. '!his message apJ;ears at the oottan of your screen:

Range mode on
The message disapJ;ears as soon as you strike a key.
Step 3

Move the cursor to highlight the area you want to define as a
range. You can either move the cursor forward or backward in
the file. The cursor is not. tart of the range.

Step 4

Execute any of the follcwing escat:e-key functions to perfor.m
the indicated action:
dl
cu
cd
pf

uc
lc

Delete the range
Cut the range for tasting
Cut the range for tasting and delete the range
Write the range to a file
Change the range to all uppercase letters
Change the range to all lCMercase letters

00l'E: The range

mode must be on, i.e., the text defined as
the range must be highlighted in order to perform any
ftmction on the range.
dr-l

dr

The action specified by the function you executed (deletion,
cut, change case of letters, etc.) is performed on the range.
The highl ighting disappears and this message appears at the
bottom of the screen:
Range mode off
The message disappears as soon as you strike a key.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{PF2}
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

dr-2

[ESC] Cll
[ESC] cd
[ESC] ell
[ESC] lc
[ESC] pf
[ESC] uc

Def ine a range
Copy text for pasting
CUt and delete text for pasting
Delete line
Change to lowercase
write range or cut buffer to a file
Change to uppercase

ds
decide & switch

Functional Description
Use this function to find a specified character, word, or phrase and
replace it with another phrase you specify. This function differs from
the fs. function because you can decide whether to change the S};ecif ied
item or not.

Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor before the first occurrence
character, word, or tilrase that you wish to change.

of

the

NOTE: If you position the cursor anywhere in the word or
phrase (or on the first occurrence of the character) ,
that word, phrase, or character will IlQ.t.. be incl uded in
the search.
step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. 'Ibe number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

bottom of

Step 4

If you wish to find more than one occurrence of the target
phrase,
type an integer greater than one.
'Ibis number
represents the -number of times VEW will look for the phrase.
TYPe zero to search for all occurrences of the target item.

Step 3

If you wish to search forward and change only one occurrence
of the target item, skip this step.
If you wish to search backward, type a minus sign, - , (to
search for one occurrence) or a minus sign and a numeral for
the number of occurrences to be searched for.
'Ibis number
represents the number of times VEW will look for the item.

ds-l

ds
To search forward for mor e than a singl e occur rence of the
itan, ty};::e a numeral (for the number of occurrences) onto the
connnand line. 'lllis number represents the number of times V&I

will look for the itan.
To change

all occurrences of the itan,
function repetition number.

Step 4

~

as the

ds. This prompt app:ars at the bottom of your screen:
D &

Step 5

type a zero

S Find Fwd> "

~ the character, word,
your search.

or I;hrase that

is the

target of

NarE: The search

ooes not distinguish upp:r- and laver-case
letters if your upp:rcaseJlavercase flag is "Same" (see
the ~ and .ul. functions) •

Step 6

Strike [RETRN]. This kind of
your screen:
D

&

prompt appears at the bottom of

S Find Fwd) "word" SWitch to> "

Step 7

~

Step 8

Strike [RETRN]. This message appears briefly at the bottom of
your screen:

the character, word, or I;hrase with which you wish to
replace the target itan. If you wish to delete the target
itan, strike [RETRN] in response to this prompt.

Seaching •••
The cursor app:ars over the first occurrence of the target
itan in your file. This prompt app:ars at the bottom of your
screen:
Replace this
quit>?
Step 9

ds-2

~

<Y=yes, t'Fno,

A=all, Q=quit,

S=substitute and

y to replace the target itan with itan you sp:cified to
replace it. 'lYP= n to leave the target itan untouched. 'lYP=
a to replace the target itan and to replace all other
occurrences of the target itan (until it has found the number
of occurrences you sp:cified as the function repetition
number). If you typ: a, you will not be prompted when VFJfl
finds another occurrence of the target itan; VFJfl will

ds

quit searching. TYPe s to replace the target item and quit
searching. If you ~ a character other than those listed
in the prompt, a bell sounds.
If you typed y or n in res};X)nse to the prompt (and you
specified a function repetition number), the prompt listed in
step 9 appears when VFW finds the target item. You can then
make the same choices outlined in this step.
The search continues and the prompt remains at the bottom of
your screen until VFW finds the number of occurrences you
specified, until the cursor reaches the end of your file (if
it didn I t find that many occurrences), or until you ty}:e Q or
S in res};X)nse to the prompt.

Notes on Usage
vJhat you type in reS};X)nse to the "Switch to>" prompt will be found no
matter where it occurs, e.g., if you type BE, such occurrences of this
pattern as BE, BECAUSE, SABER, etc., will be found. Also, what you tYI,:e
in resp:>nse to this prompt is entered into the text exactly as you tYI,:e
it, whether or not your uppercase/lowercase flag is distinct.
What you type in res};X)nse to the "SWi tch to>" prompt is entered into the
text exactly as you type it, whether or not your uppercasellavercase flag
is distinct.
Execute the .J& function with the {ENTER} key to insert a control
character, carriage return, form feed, etc, into the target or the
replace item.
You can return to the starting point of the search (if the target item
wasn I t found) or to the last occur rence of the search str ing by executing
the .ud escape-key function.

Corres};X)nding and Related Functions
{9}
{6}
[ESC] [ESC] fs
[ESC] [ESC] ss
[ESC] [ESC] ul

Decide & switch (forward)
Decide & switch (backward)
Find & switch
Status line display (toggle)
Uppercase/lowercase (toggle)
ds-3

[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo previous position
Insert control character

{~

ds-4

dw
delete word

Functional Description
Use this function to delete given number of words.

Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor on the
wish to delete.

first character in the word you

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number one apJ;ears at the
your screen on the VEIN function line.

Step 3

If you wish to delete
line, skip this step.

only one word

l:ottan of

toward the end

of the

If you wish to delete a single word toward the front of the
line (to the left of the cursor), tyfe a minus sign, -, or
tyt:e a minus sign and a numeral representing the number of
words to be deleted toward the front of the line.
If you wish to delete more than one word tcward the end of
the line, tyfe a nt.nneral for the number of words to te
d~leted.

Step 4

~

dw.!be St:ecified number of words are deletec;i.
If you
specified rrore words than are one the line, the deletion
continues on the next line (if you are deleting forward) or
on the previous line (if you are deleting backward) .

dw-l

dw

Notes on Usage
If you delete backwards (by st;ecifying a negative repetition number), the
deletion begins with the character to the left of the cursor and the
character in the cursor is not deleted.
If you delete forwards (by
specifying a positive repetition number), the deletion begins with
character in the cursor, i.e., the character in the cursor is deleted.
If the cursor is on a sp:1ce, tab, or newline, the characters are deleted
until a character other than a Sp:1ce, tab, or newline is found. If the
cursor is on a word separator, the characters are deleted until a nonword separator is found.
If the cursor is on a non-word separator, the
characters are deleted until a word separator is found.
'!he sp:1ce, tab, and
A word separator is defined by the ~ function.
newline are always considered as word separators and cannot be altered by
the user. Any other characters can be changed by the user.
See the .lld ftmction for information on restor ing deleted material.

Corresponding and Related Functions

,-----------,-------

k
Del ete one word (forward)
b
Delete one word (backward)
[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo deletion
[ESC] [ESC] wo Word sep:1rators

[c.rRL]
[c.rRL]

dw-2

exit all

Functional Description
Use this function to exit all the files you are editing,
files you st::ecified in the File List parameter.

including any

Execution
Step I

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap~ars at the
your screen on the VFJiI function line.

Step 2

TJI:e ea. This

kind of message
screen as each file is exited:

l:ottcm of

apt:ears at the bottcm of your

Exiting FILE.TXT
Step 3

The cursor apt:ears next to the "right angle bracket on the CIP
corranand line.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] aa Abort all files
[ESC] [ESC] ex Exit file

ea-l

erase cut buffer

Functional Description
Use this function to erase the contents of the cut buffer.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. 'Ibe number one apt:ears at the
your screen on the VFJtl function line.

Step

Type ec. 'Ibis message apt:ears at the botton of your screen:

2

ootton of

Cut buffer deleted
Step

3

The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
Use this function when you cb not wish
what is currently in the buffer.

to t:aste (see the

1;a

function)

'!be cut blffer is autanatically deleted when you exit a file or the next
time you cut after a paste.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] cu
[ESC] [ESC] cd
[ESC] [ESC] pa

Copy lines/range for t:asting
CUt and delete lines/range for pasting
Paste cut buffer

ec-l

edit file

Functional Description
Use this function to
editing.

edit another file without exiting the

file you are

Execution
Step

1

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.
Typs ef.

'!his kind of prompt

oottan of

appears at the bottan

of your

screen:
Edit file> FILE. 'IXT
The cursor appears over the
are now editing.

first letter of the filename you

Step 3

Typs a filename.

Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. '!his kind of message appears
bottan of your screen:

briefly at the

Editing NEWFILE. 'ncr'
The cursor appears at the top of the new file.
you can make any changes to file you desire.
Step 5

At the lX'int

Once you are finished editing the file and exit it, the
cursor appears in the original file at its previous position.

ef-l

ef

Notes on Usage
This ftmction is helpful. if you want to cut from one file and paste in
another. 'lb 00 this, edit a new file, cut from that file and exit it,
then taste into the original file.
This is I;X)ssirue because all the
files you edit (at one time) share a cormnon cut blffer.

CorreSI;X)nding and Related Functions
[CTRL]

"

[ESC] [ESC]
[ESC] [ESC]

ef-2

sf
pf

Edit new file
SNitch to file
Put file

el
end of line

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor to the end of the 1 ine.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. rrhe number one ap:t:ears at the
your screen on the VFJiI function line.

Step 2

'lYI;e el.

'!he cursor ap:t:ears one space
last character on the line.

bottcm of

to the right

of the

COrresponding and Related Functions
[crRL] 9

[ESC] [ESC] fl

Move cursor to end of line
Move cursor to front of line

el-l

exit

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to
you have made.

exit the file you are editing and save the changes

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Type ex. This

kind of message appears at the

bottom of

bottan of your

screen:
Exi ting MEMJ. TXT
The cursor reappears next to a right angle bracket on the CIP
corranand line.

Notes on Usage
If you
s~cified other files
in the File List
p:lrameter, VEW
automatically rroves to the next file in the queue when you exit the file
you are editing.
The ~ ftmction ooes not write a
have modified it.

copy of the file to the disk unless you

ex-l

ex

Corres};X)nding and Related Functions
{-}
[ESC] [ESC] ea
[ESC] [ESC] ab
[ESC] [ESC] sa

ex-2

Exit file
Exi t all files
Abort file
Save this copy of the file

front of line

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to move the cursor to the front of the line.

Execution
Step 1

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. The numt:er one appears at the
your screen on the VFItl function line.

Step 2

Type fl. '!he cursor appears in column one of the line.

oottan of

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTRL] a
[ESC] [ESC]

el

Move cursor to front of line
Move cursor to end of line

fl-l

fn
file name

Functional Description
Use this flmction to change the filename of the version of the file you
are editing.

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the tottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

Type

2

fn.

This kind of prompt appears at the tottam of your

screen:
New

filename> FILE. 'lXT

The cursor appears over the first letter of the filename you
are editing.
Step 3

Type a new fil ename.

Step 4

Strike [RE'mN].
The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.
that is created has the new
name. Your original file is lmchanged.

When you exit the file, the file

fn-l

fn

----------------------------------Notes on Usage
Note that another file is created when exit a file after changing its
name. For example, if you accessed version 10 of a file named MEMO.TXT,
changed its name to LE.TI'ER.BCB, and exited the file, a directory listing
would show these two files:
MEMO.'JXT.lO
LEITER. BCB.l
In other words, the version of the file you edited and saved is called
LEITER.BCB.l; but if you didn't change the filename the version you saved
would be called MEm.TXT.ll. By using the fn function, you have created
a separate file called LE.TI'ER.BCB instead of another version of MEID.TXT.

Corresponding and Related Functions

-----------------------

None

fn-2

fs
find & switch

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to find a S};:eCified character, word, or phrase and
replace it with another tilrase you sp:cify. This function differs from
the m function because.fs. autanatically replaces the sp:cified ite:n
while .ds. allows you to decide whether the ite:n is changed or not.

Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor before the first occurrence
character, word, or tilrase that you wish to change.

of

the

NOTE: If you position the cursor anywhere in the word or
phrase (or on the first occurrence of the character) ,
that word, til rase , or character will .not. be included in
the search.
Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one app:ars at the
your screen on the VFH function line.

bottan of

Step 3

If you wish to search forward and change only one occurrence
of the target itan, skip this step.
If you wish to search backward, tyJ;.e a minus sign, -, (to
search for one occurrence) or a minus sign and a numeral for
the number of occur rences to be searched for.
To search forward for more than a single occurrence of the
itan, tyJ;.e a numeral (for the number of occurrences) onto the
corranand line.
To change

all occurrences of the itan,
function repetition number.

tyt:e a zero

as the
fs-1

fs
Step 4

Type fs. This prompt appears at the bottom

~f

your screen:

Rep> Find Fwd> "
Step 5

Type the character, word,
your search.

or phrase that

is the

target of

NOTE: The search does not distinguish upper- and lower-case
letters if your uppercase/lowercase flag is "Same" (see
the ~ and Yl. functions) •
Step 6

Strike [RETRN]. This kind of
your screen:

prompt appears at the bottom of

Rep> Find Fwd> "word" Switch to> "
Step 7

Type the

Step

Strike [RETRN]. The target item is changed, and the cursor
appears momentarily immediately to the right of the change.

8

character, word, or phrase with which you wish to
replace the target item. If you wish to delete the target
item, strike [RETRN] in response to this prompt.

The search continues and the prompt remains at the bottom of
your screen until VEW finds the number of occurrences you
specified, or until the cursor reaches the end or top of your
file (if it didn't find that many occurrences).

Notes on Usage
Execute the l& function with the {ENTER} key to insert a control
character, carriage return, form feed, etc., into the target or the
replace item.
What you type in response to the "Switch to>" prompt will be found no
matter where it occurs, e.g., if you type BE, such occurrences of this
pattern as BE, BECAUSE, SABER, etc., will be found. Also, what you type
in response to this prompt is entered into the text exactly as you type
it, whether or not your uppercase/lowercase flag is distinct.
What you type in response to the "Switch to>" prompt is entered into the
text exactly as you type it, whether or not your uppercase/lowercase flag
is distinct.

fs-2

fs
You can return to the starting point of the search .(if the target item
wasn't found) or to the last occurrence of the search string by executing
the .ud. function.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{ 8}
{S}

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

{ENTER}

ds
ss
ul
ud

Find & switch (forward)
Find & switch (backward)
Decide & switch
Status line display (toggle)
Uppercase/lowercase flag (toggle)
Undo previous position
Insert control character

fs-3

go
go to line/block mark

Functional Description
Use this function
number.

to move the cursor

to a specified block

mark or line

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

Type go.

2

'!his kind of pranpt

bottom of

appears at the bottan

of your

screen:
Go

Step

3

Step 4

to>

Type the name of a block mark or a line number.

Strike [RETRN]. '!his kind of message briefly
bottom of your screen:

appears at the

Mov ing to 1 ine 21 •••
'!he cursor appears
specified.

in

the

first column

of

the line you

If you tyt:e an invalid block mark name in res};X)nse to the
pranpt, this message appears at the bottom of your screen:
Unknown block mark name/line number

'!he name of a block mark takes precedence over a line number.
For example, if name of a block mark were 21 and you tried to
move to line 21 with this function, the cursor would move to
block mark 21 instead of line number 21.
go-l

go

Notes on Usage
You can move forward or backward in a file using the the
you s~cify a line number that is l:eyond the end of the
the cursor to the end of the file.

~

See the .sb. ftmction for information on setting block marks.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[crRL] x
[ESC] [ESC] ml

Move cursor to block mark or line number
r-Dve cursor a given number of lines
[ESC] [ESC] sb Set block mark
[ESC] [ESC] db Delete block mark
[ESC] [ESC] bd Display block mark
[ESC] [ESC] pI r-Dve cursor in same column

g0-2

function. If
file,.QQ. moves

he
help

Functional Description
Use this
screen.

function to

display a

list of

all the VFW functions

on the

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one app:ars at the
your .screen on the VFJN function line.

Step 2

Typ: he

bottom of

As soon as you

type HE onto the VFJN function line, the help
display ~ars on your screen (without affecting the text of
your fge). This prompt app:ars at the bottan of the help
display:

** Press ANY key to continue **
Step 3

When you have finished reading the first page (or screenful)
of the help display, press any key. The next page app:ars.

Step 4

When you are ready to exit HE, press [CTRL] c. Also, you can
exit the help display from the last page by striking any key.
The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.

Corresponding and Related Functions
None

he-I

hv
horizontal view

Functional Description
Use this function to set the left rrargin of the screen, i. e., the column
number of the file that appears at the left margin of the screen.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VfItl function line.

Step 2

Type hv.

'!his kind of prompt

oottom of

appears at the oottom

of your

screen:
. Hor izontal view> 1
The cursor appears over the horizontal
this example is the default value, 1.
Step

3

is in

Type the column number that you wish to have as the left-hand

margin of the screen. You may
There must be displayable text
lrl. to work correctly.
Step 4

view, which

type any number 1 or larger.
at the column you specify for

Strike [REmN].
If your cursor position (see the ~ function) is the same or
greater than the column number you ~ified in step 3, the
screen is repainted with the left margin at the sJ;ecified
column. The cursor returns to its previous position in the
file.
If your cursor position is less than the column number you
specified as the left margin, the horizontal view defaults to
column 1 and the cursor returns to its previous position in
the file.

hv-l

Notes on Usage
The lri. function affects the way the text is displayed on the screen. For
example, if you designate 30 as the left margin, the text apI;earing on
the screen begins at the 30th character tx'sition (or column) from the
actual left-hand margin, and any characters fran the 30th column to the
right-hand margin of your screen are displayed.
Setting the horizontal view is like setting the left margin setting on a
typewriter. If the cursor is behind (to the left of) the margin or column
number you Sfecify, the new oor izontal view will not work. In other
words, if your cursor is in column one and you sr;ecify 30 as the new left
margin, the horizontal view will not change. It will remain at 1. But if
your cursor is in column 31 when you execute m" the screen will repaint
with the left margin at 30. If you move the cursor to the left of the new
margin, the horizontal view returns to the default, column 1.
When you exit
returns to 1.

the editing

session, the

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] ss Status line display (toggle)
[ESC] [ESC] sp Status t:age display

hv-2

horizontal view

autanatically

insert control character

Functional Description
Use this function to insert a control character, carriage
feed, etc., into the text or into function-line string.

Execution

return, form

.-'----

Step 1

Posi tion the cursor where you want to insert the character.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one app:ars at the
your screen on the VEW'function line.

Step 3

Type ic. The

bottom of

cursor moves to the location where the control
character will be inserted and the function line looks like
this:
Ond> i

Step 4

Type a control

character. The textual representation of the
control function is inserted into the text, and the cursor
appears to the right of the inserted characters.

Notes on Usage
The k function lets you insert, into the text you are editing, a textual
representation for any control-key function. In other words, if you wish
to insert a textual representation for [CI'RL] y, [CI'RL] t, etc., use the
.l& function.

ic-l

ic
Three format functions can also be inserted into the text of your file by
means of J&:
Inserted
character

What you

t.TI:e
(vertical

In other words, to

tab)

[crRLJ k

(form feed)

[CI'RLJ 1

(carriage return)

[CI'RLJ rn

insert a form feed into the

text, strike [ESC] [ESC] ,

ty};:e ic onto the VFW function line, and then tyy;:e [CI'RLJ 1.
ap~ar on the screen when such insertions
are made, the characters are treated as a single character. For example,
were you to delete any of the foregoing "inserted characters," you could
do so with one stroke of the delete key.

AI though two to four characters

The only wC¥ to insert a carriage return (displayed as <NL» or any other
control character on the function line (for searches, etc.), is to
execute the k function using the {ENTER} key.
You can ty};:e two hexadecinal. digits after executing the ..i.e. function. In
this case, the binary representation of the hex number is inserted into
the file.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{ENTER}

ic-2

Insert control character

insert file

Functional Description
Use this function
are editing.

to insert the text

of another file into

the file you

Execution
Step 1

Place the cursor where you want the text of the inserted file
to appear.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

3

-

If you want the
this step.

text of the file inserted only

bottom of
once, skip

Otherwise, ~ a number to indicate the number of times you
want the text of the file inserted at the point at which you
placed the cursor in step 1.
Step 4

Type if. '!his prompt appears at the bottom of your screen:

Rep>
Step 5

Insert file>

Type the file designation for the file whose text you want to

insert into the file you are editing.
You can st:ecify
mounted device.
Step 6

a

file

in another

directory,

or on

any

Str ike [RE'IRN]. '!he text of the st:ecif ied file is inserted in
the file you are editing, and the cursor appears in the first
character position on the line imrediately below the last
line of inserted text.
if-l

if
device is not mounted, this kind of diagnostic message
apI=ears at the bottom of the screen:
'lEW
FAILED

MESSAGE

Opening file. txt
Status =133
The sI=ecified file could not be found.

After a few moments,
position in the file.

the cursor

returns

to its previous

Notes on Usage
If you want to move to the top if
function.

Corresponding and Related Functions
None

if-2

the inserted file, execute

the JJd

insert/replace

Functional Description
Use this function to switch back
replace mode.

and forth (toggle) between

insert and

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The ntnnber one apt:ears at the
your screen on the VBtl function line.

Step 2

~ ir. This message apt=ears at
you switched to replace mode:

bottom of

the bottan of the screen if

Replace mode
This message appears at the
swi tched to inse rt mode:

bottom of the

screen if you

Insert mode
The cursor returns to its previous position in the file, and
the message disapt:ears when you strike any key.

Notes on Usage
VFW is in "insert mode," i.e., as you tTIe characters and
spaces onto the screen, the spaces and characters that are al ready on the
screen are pushed out of the way to make roan for the new text. Using iL:.,
you can switch to "replace mode," wherein what you tYt:e onto the screen
replaces, or types over, existing characters and spaces.

By default,

ir-l

ir
Note that if you have textual representations of control functions, and
you &Witch to replace mode, those inserted characters are replaced with a
single character or space. Tabs are treated differently. A tab is not
considered as a single character, but each space of a tab can be replaced
by a single character. In other words, when writing over a tab it is as
though the tab wasn't there, just a bunch of spaces, and each can be
replaced by some other character.

Correstx'nding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] ss VFJtl status report (toggle)
[ESC] [ESC] sp Dis~ay status page

ir-2

lowercase

Functional Description
Use this function to change a character or a range to lcwercase letters.

Execution
Step

1

Position the cursor over an uppercase letter
range to be changed to lcwercase letters.

or define

a

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one apt;ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

bottan of

Step

3

Skip this step if you only want ~o change a single letter or
if you are changing a range. Otherwise, type the number of
characters you want to change from uppercase to lowercase.

Step 4

'!YFe Ie. '!he letter or range changes to lcwercase and the
cursor appears one position to the right of the letter.
Letters that are already lcwercase are not affected by k.
Numerals, punctuation marks, or any other non-letter symbols
are not changed by k.

Corresponding and Related Functions
{.}
[ESC] [ESC]

uc

Change character or range to lcwercase
Change character or range to uppercase

lc-l

1m
load macro

Functional Description
Use this function to load a macro you haVe saved
can then be executed with the .xm function.)

in a file.

(The macro

Execution
Step 1

Strike LESC] [ESC]. The ntnnber one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line. .

bottom of

Step 2

TyJ;e 1m. This prompt appears at the bottom of your screen:

Load macro>
Step 3

TyJ;e the name of a file containing a macro.

Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. This kind of message appears
bottom of your screen:

briefly at the

Loading macro from step.mc •••
The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.
If you 'tyI:e an inval id macro name in response to the "Load
macro>" prompt, or if you have not saved any macros, the
following kind of rressage appears at the bottom of your
screen:
VEW

FAILED
MES~E

.O[:ening step. mc
Status = 133.
The specified file could not be found.

The message disappears when you strike any key, and
cursor returns to its previous position in the file.

the

1m-I

1m

Notes on Usage
This flU'lction is used to load a macro you have saved wi th the .sn
flU'lction. The macro can then be executed with the .2all flU'lction. tbte that
you can only have one macro at a time def ined in VEIN (the nacro buffer
only has roan for one macro) •
Therefore, if you want to use more than
one macro, you can define one macro, use it and save it, then define
another macro, and use it and save it. Then you can recall either macro
and use then anytime you want, in any file (as long as you don r t delete
the file containing the macro definition) •

---,----------Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] SIn Save macro
[ESC] [ESC] xm Execute macro
[ESC] [ESC] dm Def ine macro

1m-2

move character

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor a given number of characters.

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number one appears at the oottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

If you wish to move the cursor only one character
right, skip this step.

to the

If you wish to move the cursor tCMard the top of the file,
tyy;e a minus sign, -, (to move the" cursor to the previous
character> or a minus sign and a number to move the cursor
more than a single character.
If you wish to move the cursor more than one character tCMard
the end of the file, typ: a number for the number of
characters you wish to move the cursor.
Step 3

~

and

ux:. The cursor skips the designated number of characters
over the character to which it was moved.

ap~ars

Corresponding and Related Functions
Right-arrCM key
Left-arrow key
[ESC] [ESC] rrw
[ESC] [ESC] rnl
[ESC] [ESC] rnp

Move
Move
Move
Move
Move

cursor
cursor
cursor
cursor
cursor

to right
to left
a given number of words
a given number of lines
a given number of p:iges

me-I

move to end

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to move the cursor to the end of the file.

Execution
Step I

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the bottcm of
your screen on the VFJfI function line.

Step 2

Typ: me. This

message apfears briefly at the

bottom of your

screen:
Moving to end of file ••.
The cursor appears over the left angle bracket
of the <EOF> symbol at the end of the file.

that is· part

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTRL] e
[ESC] [ESC] mt

Move cursor to end of file
r-bve cur sor to top of file

me-l

ml
move line

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor a given number of lines.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap~ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

If you wish to mOle only one line, skip this step.

bottom of

If you wish to move tavard the top of the file, tyt:e a minus
sign, -, (to move the cursor a single line) or a minus sign
and a nlUllber to move more than a single line.
If you wish to move the cursor more than one line tavard the
end of the file, tTI:e a number representing the number of
lines you wish to move the cursor.
Step 3

~ ml. '!he cursor apt:ears at the beginning of
which it was moved.

the line to

Corresponding and Related Functions
[crRL] 0
[CI'RL] w

[ESC] [ESC] pI

Move cursor forward one line
Move cursor backward one line
Move cursor given number of lines in same column

ml-l

mp
move page

Funct~onal

Description

Use this function to move the cursor a given number of pages.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

If you wish to move forward only one page, skip this step.

oottan of

If you wish to move toward the top of the file, tyt:e a minus
sign, -, (to move the cursor a singl e page) or a minus sign
and a numeral to move lOOre than a single page.
If you wish to move the cursor lOOre than one page toward the
end of the file, type a numeral representing the number of
pages you wish to move the cursor.
Step 3

Type mp.

The cursor appears in the left-hand margin
bottan of the page to which it was moved.

at the

Notes on Usage
default, a page consists of 20 lines of text. (Use the ps. function to
change the page size.) The line at the top of the screen is the first
1 ine of text on that page.

By

You can also use the lDl2 function to move the cursor to the top or the
bottom of the screen. If you execute ~ and the cursor is not on the
last line of the screen, it moves the cursor to the last line of the
screen. But if the cursor is al ready on the last line of the screen, ~
moves the cursor to the last line of the next page.
rnp-l

mp

Silnilarly, if you execute 1llIi2 toward the top
sign) and the cursor is not on the first line
cursor to the first line of the screen. But
the tirst line, -~ moves the cursor to the
page.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTRL] p
Move cursor one page forward
[CTRL] h
Move cursor one page backward
[BACK SPACE]
Move cursor one page backward
[ESC] [ESC] ps Set page size

mp-2

of the file (with a minus
of the screen, it moves the
if the cursor is already on
first line of the previous

mt
move to top

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor to the top of the file.

Execution
Step

1

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap~ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.
Type mt. 'Ibis

message ap{:ears briefly at the

bottan of

bottan of your

screen:
Mov ing to beginning of file •••
The cursor ap{:ears over the first character or
first line of the file.

space in the

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTRL] t
[ESC] [ESC] me

Move cursor to top of file
l-bve cursor to end of file

mt-l

move word

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor a given number of words.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one app?ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

If you wish to move the cursor only one word
of the file, skip this step.

bottom of

toward the end

If you wish to move toward the top of the file, typ? a minus
sign, -, (to move the cursor a single word) or a minus sign
and a numeral to move more than a single word.
If you wish to move the cursor more than one word toward the
end of the file, type a numeral representing the number of
words you wish to move the cursor.
Step

3

Type row. The cursor app?ars over the first
word to which it was moved.

character of the

Notes on Usage
In moving a given number of words, nw. scans Lmtil it finds a word
delimiter, then it scans Lmtil it finds a non-word delimiter.
'!be text
from the word delimiter to the non-word delimiter is considered a word.
To move another word, lIItl. then scans for a word delimiter again and so on.
In moving backward, it is just the opp:>site, i.e., IIIi scans for a nonword delimiter and then for a word delimiter. See the ~ function for
more information on word delimiters and how to set them.

rrw-l

rrw

Corresp:>nding and Related Functions
[CTRL] f
[CTRL] r
[ESC] [ESC] me
[ESC] [ESC] wo

nw-2

Move cursor
Move cursor
Move cursor
Define word

forward one word
backward one word
to next character
delimiters

open line

Functional Description
Use this function to create a given number of blank lines.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

If you wish to create only one line of space, skip this step.

bottom of

If you wish to create more than a single line of sp:3.ce, type
a numeral representing the number of lines you wish to
create.
Step 3

Type 01. The given number of blank lines are created, the old

text is moved toward the end of the file to make roan for the
blank lines, and the cursor appears on the first blank line.

Notes on Usage
The creation of blank lines begins with the character or space in the
cursor when.Ql. is executed, i. e., the character or space in the cursor
appears in the first character position on the line immediately below the
last blank line created by this function.
The .Ql. ftmction differs from the use of the [RE'mN] in that cl leaves the
cursor in the position it was in before .Ql. was executed.

01-1

01

CorreS};X>nding and Related Functions
[CI'RL]

01-2

n

Create one blank line

pa
paste

Functional Description
Use this function to paste the text that is in the cut buffer.

Execution

-----------------

Step 1

Position the cursor at the point
the contents of the cut l:uffer.

at which you wish to insert

Step

2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one apI;ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

bottom of

Step

3

Skip this step if you wish to paste the contents
buffer a single time.

of the cut

Otherwise, tyt:e a number representing the number of times you
want to paste the contents of the cut l:uffer into the file.
For example, if the cut buffer contains a single line, and
you want
that line
inserted four times,
i.e., four
consecutive insertions, typ: the number 4.
Step 4

Type pa. This

rressage

ap~ars

briefly at the

bottan of your

screen:
Pasting text •••
The cursor ap~ars in column one of the line
follaving the last line of inserted text.

immediately

pa-l

pa

Notes on Usage
Use the

.Qll

or gi to place (cut) text into the cut buffer.

The insertion of the text that is in the cut buffer begins at the !;Oint
where the cursor is located when you execute .t:a..
The cut tuffer is not emptied by the ~ function. Thus,
the buffer I s contents into the text of the file as many
wish. HONever, after a paste, the next cut erases the cut
the newly cut text is inserted.
(Use the K function to
buffer .)

you can paste
times as you
buffer before
erase the cut

Execute the !ld function inmediately after a paste to move the cursor to
the F;Osition it was in before the paste (the top of the paste) •

Corres!;Onding and Related Functions

----,------------

Paste text
[ESC] [ESC] cu Copy lines/range for pasting
[ESC] [ESC] cd CUt & delete lines/range for pasting
[ESC] [ESC] ec Erase cut buffer
[ESC] [ESC] ud Undo previous deletion

{3}

, pa-2

pf
put to file

Functional Description
Use this function to write the contents of a range or the cut buffer to a
file.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. rrhe number one apJ:ears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

'ryp: pf.

bottom of

rrhe following prompt apJ:ears:

Put file>
Step

3

'ryp: the name

of a file to

which you want the

range or cut

buffer written.
Step

4

Strike [RE'IRN].
If you have defined a range, the range is
written to the specified file and the cursor apI;ears at the
end of of the range. If you have not defined a range, the
contents of the cut buffer are written to the file and cursor
appears in its original position in the file.

------------- --------,--------------Notes on Usage

If you write a range to a
range is copied to the file
want to delete the range or
writing it to the file. If
range after copying to the
the ~ function again.

file, the range is not turned off after the
with the pf. function. rrhis is helpful if you
perform some other action on the range after
you do not want to do anything else with the
file, simply turn off the range by executing

pf-l

pf

----------,

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] dr Define range

pf-2

pI
position in line

Functional Description
Use this function to move the cursor
in same column.

a given number of lines, keeping it

Execution
Step 1

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VFJtl function line.

bottan of

Step 2

If you wish to move forward only one line, skip this step.
Otherwise, ty'f:e either a I,:X)sitive or negative function
repeti tion number. In other words, if you wish to move the
cursor toward the top of the file, type a minus sign, -, (to
move the cursor a single line) or a minus sign and a numeral
to move the cursor more than a single line.
If you wish to move the cursor more than one line forward,
representing the number of lines you wish to
move the cursor.
ty'f:e a numeral

Step 3

~ pl. The cursor appears on the line to which it was
moved, in the same coltnnnar I,:X)sition as the previous line.

Notes on Usage
If the occupied character I,:X)si tions in the line to which the cursor is
moved 00 not extend to the column in which the cursor is posi tioned
before step 1, the cursor appears in the last occupied character J;X)sition
on the new line.
pl-l

pl

Corresp:>nding and Related Functions
Down-arrON key
Up-arrON key

pl-2

Move cursor Cbwn in same column
Move cursor up in same column

po
pop

Functional Description
Use this function
12ll function.

to move to the

fX)sition most recently defined

by the

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. 'l11e number one appears at the
your screen on the VFJtl function line.

Step

Type po.

2

bottom of

If you have not set any block marks with the ~
function, this message appears at the bottom of your screen:
No

block mark on stack to go to

If you have set block marks with the I2U function, the cursor
moves to the top fX)sition in the fX)sition stack.
Step

3

If you wish to move to
repeats steps 1 and 2.

the

next fX)sition

in the

stack,

Notes on Usage
A block mark on the fX)sition stack is lost if you move to that location
(fX)P it), exit the file in which the block mark is defined, or delete the
line on which the block mark is defined. Once you pop a location on the
stack, the next block mark (the one defined most recently before the top
block mark) troVes to the top of the stack.
If the block mark on the top of the stack defines a fX)sition in a
different file, J;Q. moves the cursor to the correct file (if the file is
still open).
po-l

po

The position stack is discussed thoroughly in the description of the
function in this chapter.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] pu Push I;X>si tion

po-2

~

ps
page SIze

------------------

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to set the page size (used by the

rra;2

function) •

-------------------------------

Execution

-----------Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one apt:ears at the
your screen on the V&l function line.

Step

2

Typ: ps. This kind of prompt apt:ears on the cormnand line:

bottom of

Page size> 20
The cursor aPJ;ears
size.
Step

3

over the first digit of

Typ: a

the current p:tge

number fram 0 or larger representing the
lines that you wish to constitute a p:tge.

number of

NOTE: If you sp:cify

zero as the p:ige size, the IIlI.2 function
is disabled, i.e., you cannot move the cursor with ~.

Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

cursor returns to its

Corresponding and Related Functions

previous position

------

------------------.--------------------------- -[ESC] [ESC] mp Move cursor a given number of pages
[ESC] [ESC] sp Display status page

pS-l

pu
push

Functional Description
Use this function to push the cursor position onto the
(You can move to that position with the ~ function.)

position stack.

Execution
Step

1

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one apt:ears at the
your screen on the 'lEN function line.
Type

l::ottorn of

pu. '!he cursor returns to its previous position in the

file.

------------------------------------------------------------------Notes on Usage
The W. function puts a block mark on the top of the position stack. A
block mark contains the location the cursor is at when the block mark is
set.
The position stack can hold an unlimited number of block marks.
A block mark on the stack is lost if you move to that location (pop it) ,
exit the file in which the block mark is defined, or delete the line on
which the block mark is defined.
The position stack is simply a place to store the block marks until they
are used by the ~ function. '!he position stack is similar to a stack of
plates (see the illustration belCM). The last plate placed on the stack
is on the top of the stack and is the first ranoved. '!he first plate
placed on the stack is on the l::ottan of the stack and is the last
ranoved.
Putting a block mark on the stack is called "pushing" and
ranoving a block mark from the stack is called "popping."

pU-l

pu

For example, suppose you pushed a block mark on the stack when the cursor
is on line 3, then on line 42, and lastly on line 25.
'!he stack would
appear like this:
line 25
line 42
line 3
Whenever you first pop~ the stack, the cursor would move to line 25 and
the stack would aPt:ear like this:
line 42
line 3

If you PJpp:d the stack again, the cursor would move to line 42 and the
stack would contain the block mark for line 3.
If you t;:O~ the stack
again, the cursor would move to line 3 and then the stack would be empty.

Cor rest;:Onding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] t;:O

pu-2

Pop t;:Osi tion

right margin

Functional Description
Use this switch to set the right margin bell.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number one apI;ears at the
your screen on the VBtl function line.

Step 2

Type rm.

This kind of prompt

bottan of

apI;ears at the lx>ttan

of your

screen:
Right margin> 0
The cursor apI;ears
number.
Step

3

Step 4

over the first digit of

Type a number fran 0 to 999 ,999
where the bell will ring. Type
margin bell.

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

the right margin

ind~cating

the column number
zero to turn off the right

cursor returns to its

previous position

Notes on Usage
right-margin bell in VEW works like the right-margin bell on a
it does not automatically force a carriage return nor does it
"wrap" the last word down to the next line. The bell warns you that you
have reached the margin.
'!he bell rings each time you ty};:e a character
past the specified margin.

The

~riter;

rm-l

rm

Related [ESC] -key Functions
[ESC] [ESC] ss
[ESC] [ESC] sp

rm-2

Show status line
Display status page

rp
repeat function

Functional Description
Use this function to repeat the last function or action you performed.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he numl::er one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

If you want to repeat the function once, skip this step.
otherwise, type a numl::er representing the number of times you
want the last function repeated.

2

NOI'E:

Step

3

oottom of

The repetition numl::er only repeats the last action the
specified numl::er of times
if that action was a
ftmction, not just a keystroke.

TyJ;.e rp. '!he last function or

keystroke you

~d

nacro you executed or the last
is repeated.

If no previous command exists, nothing happens.

Notes on Usage
'!he m repeats the last function or keystroke that was
including the repetition count. It also includes macros.

executed,

Note that whatever you executed or typed inmeCiiately before executing ~
is repeated.
For example, if you executed the.SI:. function, tyt:ed the
letter A, and then executed the ~ function, the letter A would be typed
rp-l

rp

CorresIX>nding and Related Functions
[CTRL] z
[crnL] \

rp-2

Repeat last function
Recall last function line

refresh screen

Functional Description

----,-----

Use this function to restore the screen to its original appearance after
the display is altered (an error message is displayed, jumbled characters
appear, a message is sent to your screen, etc.).

---_.._----

Execution
Step 1
Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

bottom of

Type rs. The cursor appears

where it was before you executed
but the line the cursor is on appears in the middle of
the screen.
The file you are editing is restored to the
screen and any
message, jumbled text, or
other such
al teration of the text disappears.

.t:,S.,

Notes on Usage
This function is useful if you want to orient the screen so that the line
on which you are working appears in the middle of the screen. This is
helpful if the line you are working on is at the bottan of the screen and
you want to see the next few lines without having to move the cursor.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CI'RL] _

Ref resh screen

rs-l

save file

-----------------------------------------------------------------Functional Description
Use this function to save a

COR{

of all the files you are editing.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number one app:ars at the
your screen on the VFW function line.

Step 2

Type sa. 'Ibis

kind of message app:ars briefly

bottom of

at the bottom

of your screen:
Sav ing all files ••.
The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
Use ~ as a precaution against accidentally aborting your editing
session, or losing your current copy of the file in sane other way. In
other words, unlike the .ex function, you cb not have to exit the file to
make a copy of it.
'!be copy made as a result of this function is
assigned a version number, and is stored as such in the default
directory.
Because of the risk of power failures and other unpredictable problems,
it is unwise to edit a file without p:riodically saving a cop.{ of it.
(See the ~ and .at. functions
for information on autanatically saving a
copy of your file.)

sa-I

sa

Corresponding and Related Functions
{,}
[ESC] [ESC] ex
[ESC] [ESC] ac
[ESC] [ESC] at

sa-2

save this copy of the file
Exit buffer and save this copy of file
Autosave count
Autosave time

sb
set block mark

Functional Description
Use this function to set a block mark that can be referenced with the
function.

.rJQ

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one aptEars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

oottom of

Step 2

'l'yt:e ab. 'Ibis prompt appears at the bottan of your screen:

Set block mark>
Step

'l'yt:e a bl ock mark name.

3

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

Step 4

cursor returns to its

previous position

Notes on Usage
'Ibis function defines a block mark at the current cursor position.
(A
block mark marks the location of the cursor at the time the block mark is
set). '!be markers are referenced by name, and there is no limit to hCM
many you can have.
Use the

.gQ.

function to move the cursor to the block marks.

sb-l

sb

Cor resp:>ndirig and Related Functions
(ESC] (ESC] go
(ESC] (ESC] db
(ESC] (ESC] bd

sb-2

r-bve to line number/block mark
Delete block mark
Display block marks

switch file

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to switch to another file you are editing.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he m.nnber one appears at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Type sf.

rrhis kind of prompt

appears at the bottan of your

screen:
Swi tch to)

MEM). 'lXT

Step 3

Strike the up-arrow or right-arrow key, [CTRL] ] or [CTRL] 0
to move forward through the list. Strike the down-arrow or
left-arrow key or [CTRL] w to move backwards through the
list. When the name of the file you want to edit appears,
continue with the next step.

Step 4

Strike

[REmN].

The new file appears on the screen.

Notes on Usage
The ~ function lets you bring up the next file you specified in the File
List parameter or a file you specified with the .ef.. function.
The cursor tx'sition is maintained in the old file, i.e., when you exit or
abort the other files, VFW returns you to the old file with the cursor in
the same tx'sition.
sf-l

sf
If you did not sp:cify rrore than one file in the File List t;arameter for
or with the.ef. function, the name of the current file appears when
you strike the up-arrow key.

VEJtl

Corresponding and Related Functions
[CTRL] ]
[ESC] [ESC]

sf-2

ef

SWitch to another file
Edit a new file

save macro

Functional Description
Use this function to save a macro you have defined.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap~ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

2

~

oottom of

sm. The following prompt. ap};ears at the oottom of your

screen:
Save macro>
Step

3

Step 4

~

the name of the file that will contain the macro.

Strike [RmRN]

Notes on Usage
rrhe .an function saves the macro in the macro buffer
defined) in the sp:cified fil.e.

(the last macro you

Since the macro buffer only has room for one macro, each time you define
a macro the previous macro is lost. With.Slll you can save the macro you
defined (with the din fmction) in a file so that you can use it again and
again in other files without redefining it. You simply load it (with the
1m function) and execute it (with the ~ function) as rcany times as you
wish.
The file containing the macro is stored in your default directory and
like any other file, can be listed with .diI.: corranand, deleted with the
Qel command, etc.
sm-l

sm

Corresp:>nding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] dIn Define macro
[ESC] [ESC] 1m wad macro from file
[ESC] [ESC] xm Execute macro

sm-2

sp
status page

Functional Description
Use this function to display a status page showing the setting of several
VEW functions.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be nunber one app:ars at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Type sp. A display like the following appears on your screen:

spo-l

sp

Step 3

Strike any key. The display disappears and the cursor returns
to its previous position in the file.

Notes on Usage
The status page shows the the values or settings of various switches and
modes in VEW. The ~ function only lets you check, not change, the i terns
listed on the status page.
The VEW function pertaining to a specific
item must be used to change the values.
Use ~ when you need to see the values not displayed in the ~ function,
such as auto indention,
autosave time, autosave count, and word
delimiters.
The status page also displays which files you have opened
and places an asterisk, *, by the file you are editing.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] ss Status line display (toggle)

sp-2

search

Functional Description
Use this function to search for a character, word, or phrase in the file.

Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor before the first occurrence of the target
word, character, .or phrase you wish to find.
NOTE: If you position the cursor within the word, character,
or phrase, that occurrence is overlooked by the search.

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one ap:Fears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 3

If you wish to search forward for only
of the item, skip this step.

bottan of

the first occurrence

If you wish to search backward, ~ a minus sign,
, (to
search for the first occurrence) or a minus sign and a
nLmleral for the Nth occurrence of the item.
If you wish to search forward for more than one occurrence,
the nLmleral. for the Nth occurrence of the item.

~

NOTE: If you specify zero as the function repetition number,
~ searches
to the end of the file. Thus, if you are
looking for the last occurrence, and you do not know
how many occurrences there are, simply specify zero as
the repetition number. '!hen execute the .ud function to
move to the last occurrence.

sr-l

sr
Step 4

~

sr. '!his prompt

ap~ars

at the bottom of your screen:

Rep> Search FWd> "
Step 5
'Step

6

~

the character, word, or tbrase you want to search for.

Strike [RETRN]. This message
your screen.

ap~ars

briefly at the bottom of

Searching •••
If the search is successful, i. e., an occurrence is found,
the cursor is positioned immediately to the right of the
specified item. (If you are searching backward, the cursor is
positioned on the first character of the target item.)
If the search is unsuccessful., the cursor moves to the end of
the file (on a forward search) or to the 1:eginning of the
file on a backward search). In this case, execute the.ud
function to return to the point where the search started.

Notes on Usage

--------,-----------

The function repetition number does nQt indicate the number of times the
search will be repeated; it indicates the occurrence of the item to 1:e
located.
For example, a repeti tion number of 3 means that the search
will locate the third occurrence of the item fr.Qm where:lQU are.in the.
~, not that the search will find three occurrences of the item.
Depending upon whether your uppercase/lowercase flag is distinct (see the
.w.. function), the search will distinguish 1:etween upp:r- and lowercase
letters.
For example, if the uppercase/lowercase flag is distinct (use the sa or
function to find out whether the flag is distinct), the search will be
made for the item exactly as you typed it onto the command line. If the
flag is "Same" the search will be performed for all occurrences of the
item, whether or not the case in which they ap~ar matches the w~ you
~ the item.

~

Finally, the search will be made for the pattern even though the pattern
is part of a character string, e.g., if you initiate a search for AS,
occurrences in ASarr, N3OlE, WORKABLE, etc., will all 1:e identified.
Execute the .J&. function with the {ENTER} key to insert a control
character, carriage return, form feed, etc, into the target or the
replace item.
sr-2

sr

Corresponding and Related Functions
{7}
{4}

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

{ENTER}

Search forward
Search backward
ss Status line display (toggle)
sp Dis~ay status page
ds Decide & gwitch
fs Find & gwitch
ud Undo previous position
Insert control character

sr-3

show status

Functional Description
Use this function to
line.

turn on and turn off the

display of the VEW status

Execution
Step 1

Str ike [ESC] [ESC]. The nurri::>er one appears at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Type SSe

A display like the following appears at the bottan
of the screen:

Line=40

Col=O

Mode=Ins case=Same

HV=l

Right Mar=80

The cursor returns to its previous position in the file.
To turn off the display of
and 2.

the status line, repeat

steps 1

Notes on Usage
Six aspects of the VEW Program are displayed on the status line:
1. The line on which the cursor is located.
2. The column in which the cursor is located.
3. Whether you are working
(see the I I function) •

in insert (Ins)

4. How your uppercase/lowercase flag
the J.ll. function) •

or replace

(Rep) mode

(Same or Distinct) is set (see
ss-l

ss
5. The horizontal
function) •

view setting for your

left margin

(see the

~

6. The right margin bell setting (see the Lm function) •

The ~ function only lets you check,
six characteristics.

not change, the status of the above

The status line does not affect the text in the file and can remain on
the screen throughout the editing session.

Corresponding and Related Functions

------------------ ----------.-----------------.--------------[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ss-2

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

sp
ir
ul
hv
rm

Display status page
Insert/replace mode (toggle)
Upper/lower case (toggle)
Set horizontal view
Specify right margin bell

side scroll width

Functional Description

------------------------------------------------------

Use this function to set the side scroll width.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!be number ·one appears at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

~ 911.

This kind of prompt apJ;ears at the bottan of your

screen:
Sidescroll> 20
'!be cursor apJ;ears over
sidescroll width.

the first

digit of

Step 3

~

Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. '!be cursor returns to its
in the file.

the current

a numeral 0 or larger representing the number of
characters VEW will scroll sideways when you move the cursor
past the right or left margin of the screen. A value of zero
turns off the side scroll feature.
previous position

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] sp Shay status P=lge
[ESC] [ESC] rm ~cify right margin bell

sw-l

toggle silent mode

Functional Description
Use this function to turn on and turn off silent mode. (In silent mode,
screen refreshing is suppressed during the execution of macros and the
execution. of the fa function.)

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

'ryFe ts.

bottom of

The following message app:ars at the botton of the
screen if you turned silent mode on:
Sil ent mode on

This message apJ;ears if you turned silent mode off:
Sil ent mode off
The message disapJ;ears when you strike a key.
This function is a toggle function, and you
mode on and off by repeating steps 1 and 2.

can turn silent

Notes on Usage
The status line (displayed with the .sa function) and the status page (see
the ~ function) show whether silent mode is on or off.

ts-l

ts

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ts-2

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ss Display status line
sp Display status page
fs Find and switch
xm Execute macro

tw
tab width

Functional Description
Use this function to set the width of a tab.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 2

Tyt:e tw.

'!his kind of prompt

bottom of

appears at the oottom of your

screen:
Tab width> 8

The cursor appears ov:er the first digit in the tab width.
Step

3

Step 4

Tyt:e a

numeral representing how many
stops in VEW.. '!he default value is
stops.

columns separate tab
8 staces between tab

Strike [RETRN]. '!he cursor returns to its
in the file.

previous position

Notes on Usage
The tab key rooves the cursor to the next tab stop, whether the tab stop
is 8 spaces f!Mcrj or only one or two. Ctle tab character is inserted in a
file when you strike the tab key.

tw-l

tw

Cor resJ;X>nding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] sp

tw-2

Show status page

uppercase

Functional Description
Use this function to change a character or a range to uppercase letters.

-------------------------------

Execution
Step 1

Position the cursor over an lONercase letter
range to be changed to u~rcase letters.

or define

a

Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The nt..mlber one app:ars at the
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step 3

Skip this step if you only want to change a single letter or
if you are changing a range. Otherwise, typ: the nl.IDlber of
characters you want to change from lONercase to u~rcase.

Step 4

'!be letter or range changes to upp:rcase and the
cursor app:ars one position to the right of the letter.

bottom of

Typ: 00.

Letters that are already uppercase are not affected
Numerals, punctuation marks, or any other non-letter
are not changed by .uc..

by~.
~ls

Cor responding and Related Functions
{a}

[ESC] [ESC]

uc

Change character or range to uppercase
Change range to ~rcase

uc-l

ud
undo deletion/position

Functional Description

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Use this function restore deleted text or
p:>sition.

to move the cursor to its last

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one apF€ars at the bottan of
your screen on the VEW function line.

Step

Typ: ud.
'!he deleted material
moves to its previous position.

2

is restored

or the cursor

Notes on Usage
The ud function "undoes" the previous deletion or cursor position. If the
last action you performed before executing ud was a deletion, the deleted
material is restored.
This function is effective only when it is
performed immediately after the deletion.
Nevertheless, .uQ does not always restore all deleted material. '!he reason
for this is that if all or r:art of the deleted material is not in the
manory buffer, .wi cannot retrieve it.
If the last action you performed was a positioning command, ud returns
the cursor to its previous position. It "renenbers ll your last 16 cursor
position changes, i.e., if you execute ud again and again, it can take
you to each of your last 16 cursor positions.

ud-l

ud

Corresp:>nding and Related Functions

None

ud-2

ul
uppercase/lowercase flag

Functional Description
Use this function to turn on or turn off the uppercase/lowercase flag.

Execution
Step 1
Step 2

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. '!he number one appears at the
your screen on the VEIN function line.
Type

ul. If

message

you are turning on the flag, the
at the bottan of the screen:

bottom of
following

ap~ars

Upper/lower case distinct
If you are turning
appears:
Up~ r/ lower

Strike

~

off

the

following message

case same

key and the message

This function
"Distinct" to
and 2.

flag, the

disap~ars.

is a toggle function, and you can shift from
"Same," and back, etc., by repeating steps 1

Notes on Usage
The III function is used to S};ecify whether, in various search functions,
you wish to distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters.
'!he
uppercase/lowercase distinction applies to the .st., fa, and ds.. functions.
For example, if you ~cify that you wish to search for Index, and your
upper/lower case flag is "Same," the search would identify occurrences of
ul-l

ul

Index, INDEX, and index. If the flag is "Distinct," such a search would
only identify occurrences of Index.

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ul-2

[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]
[ESC]

ds
fs
sr
ss
sp

Decide and switch
Find and switch
Search
Display status line
Display status page

-

'wo
word delimeters

Functional Description
Use this function to define the word delimiters used by VfW to signal the
end of a word.

Execution
Step 1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VfW function line.

Step 2

Type WOe A prompt

bottom of

like the following appears at the bottom of

the screen:
Word delimiters> <SP><TPB><NL>! n&, () *+,-./: ;<=> [] {I}
The cursor appears over the first character to
the newline symbol, <NL> •
Step 3

the right of

Type in any new delimiters that you wish. Or, use [CI'RLJ v or

[DEL] to delete any word delimiters.
Step 4

Strike [RETRN]. The
in the file.

cursor returns to its

previous position

Notes on Usage
This ftmction lets you specify word delimiters used in this editing
session. Space <SP>, tab <TAB>, and newline <NL> characters are the
default delimiters and cannot be changed by the user.
VEW uses the delimiters in such functions as dtl (delete word)
(move to next word) to deter.mine the beginning and end of words.

and

IlItl.

we-I

wo

Corresponding and Related Functions
[ESC] [ESC] dw Delete a given number of words
[ESC] [ESC] rrw r-bve a given number of words
[ESC] [ESC] sp Display status P=lge

wo-2

execute macro

Functional Description
Use this ftmction to execute the macro in the macro roffer.

Execution
Step

1

Strike [ESC] [ESC]. The number one appears at the
your screen on the VEW ftmction line.

Step

3

If you wish to execute the macro only once, skip this step.
Otherwise type an integer representing the number of times
you want to repetitively execute the macro.

Step

3

Type

xm. '!he macro is executed, and the cursor
immediately to the right of the last modification.

botton of

appears

If there is not a macro in the macro buffer (you have not
defined a macro with the .dn function or loaded a macro with
the 1m function), the cursor returns to the same position and
nothing happens.

Notes on Usage

,---------------------------,------The xm ftmction is used to execute a macro you have defined with the an
function or a macro
the 1m function.

you saved with the .sm function

and then loaded with

xm-l

xm

Corresponding and Related Functions
{PF4}
Execute macro
[ESC] [ESC] dIn Define macro
[ESC] [ESC] 1m Load macro fran file
[ESC] [ESC] SID Save macro to file

xm-2

Appmdix A
Using VEW on Different Kinds of Ter.minals

This chapter is for the system manager
a particular ~ of ter.minal.
The VEW program works
Visual 200, 'lVI912C,
ter.minal connected to
ter.minal is connected

or anyone who wants to use VEJtl on

with a varie~ of ter.minal ~s:
MG8000, T7000,
etc. In order for VEW to work correctly with a
a port on your system, VEW must knCM what type of
to that port.

This chapter tells you how to do the follCMing:
1. Tell the system (and the VEW program) what
connected to a particular port.

ty~

of

terminal is

2. Change the tunctions assigned to the keys in the keYJ;ad or change
the functions assigned to other control-key functions.
For
example, if you want to t~ [CTRL] b to go to the top of the
file instead of ~ing [CTRL] t, you can tell VEW to let you t~
[CrRL] b instead of [crRL] t to do so.
3. Adapt VEW to work on a ter.minal
Systems.

~

not

supported by WICAT

Each of the following sections talks about one of these activities.
001'E: VEW can only be used with the following two

t~s

of ter.minals:

1. Terminals that follow the ANSI X3.64-1979 standard
cursor p:>sitioning, such as the T7000 and the WIT.

for

2. Terminals that use a four- or five-character sequence to
position the cursor, the last two characters of which are
encoded line and column p:>sitions.
For example, the
'lVI912C and the VISUAL200 use this t~ of sequence.

A-l

Using VEW on Different Kinds of TeDninals
Therefore, the discussion in this apI,:endix I,:ertains only to these
two tn::es of teDninals since other tn::es cannot be used with VEW.

Assigning a terminal tn::e to a p:>rt

The tn::e of teDninal connected to each port is sI,:ecified in the file
SYS$DISK/SYSLIB/DEVlCEUP.CDM, which is executed when you boot the systan.
To have a terminal tn::e assigned to a port when you boot the systan, use
VEW to edi t DEVlCEUP. CDM and follow the instructions contained in the
file. The next time you boot the systan, the teDninal tn::e sI,:ecified in
DEVlCEUP.CDM is assigned to the port.
For lOOre information on
DEVlCEUP.CDM, see the description of srAR'IUP.CDM in the chapter "HeM to
Performance-tLme and CUstanize Your Systan" in the WMCS. S,ysten Manager's
Reference Manual •
To assign a teDninal

tn::e to a p::>rt after the systan is booted, use the
'!he dstat oorranand is described

dstat command with the :teDntyj;e= Stlitch.
in the ~ User I s Reference Manual •

Changing keystrokes for control-key functions

Before you change the functions assigned to the keys in the alternate
keypad or change the keystrokes used to execute a p:irticular function,
you need to know a little bit about setup files (files that VEW uses to
~ ~ the editing environment at a p:irticular terminal).
'!he first
section describes setup tiles generally. '!he second section explains how
to al ter the setup tile so you change the keystrokes used to execute a
function.
An

overviEsW of the setup fil e
In order for the VEW program to work with a t:articular tn::e of
terminal, VEW must know certain characteristics about the terminal.
Since each tn::e of teDninal speaks its own language, VFJtl must treat
each tn::e of terminal differently.
(For example, VFJtl may need to
send a certain sequence to one tn::e of terminal to ref resh the
screen and send a different sequence to another tn::e of teDninal to
I,:erforrn the same oI,:eration.)
The characteristics of a terminal
(that VEIN needs to know) are recorded in a setup file.

A setup tile lists the keystrokes used to execute various VEW
fLmctions and other information about the terminal.
When you
execute the VEIN program, VEIN reads the setup file assigned to your
teDninal. VFJtl can thereby interpret the keystrokes used to execute
each of its fLmctions, as well as other terminal characteristics VEW
needs to work proI,:erly with that terminal.
Pr-2
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Setup files are kept in the /SYSLIB. SE'lUP/ directory on the system
disk. Use the shlog corranand (see the ~ User's Reference Manua')
to tind out which disk is the SYS$DISK. '!here is one setup file for
each terminal type.
WICAT's Multi-user Control System (WMCS)
sup{x>rts up to 256 terminal types.
'!his is the kind of file designation assigned to setup files:
SYS$DISK/SYSLm.SEWP/SEWPn.SYS
The n in the foregoing character string indicates a number that
corresIX>nds to the terminal type, e.g., SYS$DISK/SYSLm.SE'lUP/
SE'lUPO.SYS is the setup file for terminal type 0, SYS$DISK/
SYSLIB.SEmJP/SE'IUP255.SYS is the setup file for terminal type 255.
In other words, each terminal t~ is assigned a number from a
through 255.
Numbers a through 63 are available for user-defined terminal. t~s,
i.e., use these ntmtbers to create setup tiles for terminal t~s
that 00 not already have setup files.
Creating setup files is
discussed later in this chapter. Nunbers 247 through 255 are used
for terminal types WI CAT has defined.
Nunbers 64 through 246 are
reserved for future developnent.
The type of setup tile used with a terminal is determined by the
terminal type assigned by the dstat corranand. '!be following table
lists the setup tile that corresIX>nds to each terminal type:
Terminal type
ftO

ftl
ft2

ft64
wit
hydra
vt100
vt52
t7000
mgOOOO
tvi912c
visual200

CorresIX>nding setup file
SEmJPO.SYS
SEmJPl.SYS
SEmJP2.SYS

SF:IUP64 • SYS
SE'lUP247 • SYS
SEmJP248.SYS
SEmJP250 • SYS
SE'IUP251.SYS
SEmJP252 •SYS
SEmJP253 .SYS
SEmJP254 • SYS
SE'IUP255 • SYS

rrherefore, SYS$DISK/SYSLIB.SEmJP/SEmJP252.SYS is the setup file for
the '17000 terminal t~, SYS$DISK/SY'SLIB/SE'IUP247.SY'S is the setup
file for the WIT, etc.
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Setup files are designed to be used priIrarily by the VEW program.
Nevertheless, prograns such as user::prof, ~ and sysprof, use parts
of the setup tile.
(Interpretive Pascal, and the commands .din,
nsysprof, and nuse:r:prof also use the setup file.)
Olanging the YEW setup file
Each setup file contains 105 lines of text.
Figure A.l shows a
setup file for the K;8000 ter.minal. The first tive lines of a setup
file list ter.minal characteristics used by VEW. The ranainder of
the lines list the keystrokes used to execute various VEW functions
or list
information VEW or
other programs use
to control
corranunication with your ter.minal. Each line of the setup file is
descr ibed in detail later in this chapter.

1'
/

The follCMing figure shows a line fran the setup file (line 19) :
~

I

ASCII code

~\,,;.;·.~~lIl.;;.BiII

comment
character

line
number

descrl.. pt l.on
.
of line

keystroke(s)
assigned to function

The nl.IDlber at the beginning of the line is a decimal number
corresIX>nding to the code issued by the control key that executes
that function.
The ASCII character table in Appendix C lists the
code issued by each key, which is standard for any ter.minal. As you
can see in the ASCII chart, the number one is the code issued by
[CTRL] a, i.e., you type [CTRL] a to move the cursor to the front of
the line.
The text after the exclamation IX>int, !, is used for conunents and is
ignored by VF.W. The nl.IDlber iIra"rediately after the exclamation p:>int
is the line nl.IDlber. The text after the line number describes the
function assigned to that line number.
The text ""a" at the end of
the line shows the key assigned to that function.
There are three types of keystrokes you can specify to execute a
function. '!be first is a control key, illustrated in the preceding
example. You can specify values 0 through 31, except 27 (the [CTRL]
key plus @, A-Z, [, /, ", or _ for this type of keystroke. These
codes are listed in the ASCII chart. ASCII decimal values fran 32
to 127 (all printable character keys) should not be used for
control-key functions.
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~4
11 ~ of
on the lICreal.
11198000
80
"12 ~ of dlaracter. on MCIl line.
l5S
1300 anaU ~dlldlk.aing.
Y 255
14 00 - U stmldarc1 ac1dr.ainq.
:auOOl.JtlOOlllOO 15 DIPIice statua CDnuul. bits. (See dlltatdUp dl!fWticN
T/ 91 75
16 Seq\lI!rIcIt to en_ to the en1 ot tlle line.
T/ 91 14
17 SI!q..nce to er_ to the en1 ot tlle sc:reen.
T/ 77
18 SI!q..nce tQ scroll d:Ml OIW line wWe ill baDe poaition.
lJ
19 Q:aancI ~CWlAtor for <XIIIDnI1 line.
<neIiine>
lJ
110 lIIwiine aa.n:i
-111
20
III MeWe alra)r to tap ot fUe.
-I:
5
112 MOve alra)r to en1 of fUe.
-e
15
IlJ MOve alrBDr to r.n tJIqII.
-p
8
114 MOve alrmr to pre'1loua ;:aqe.
n
15
115 !tlge alra)r to front of r.n line.
-0
D
116 MeWe alrBOr tQ front of prwioua line.
-w
T/ 91 65
117 MOve alrS!r up in _
CDiUIIII.
[~rowl
T/ 91 66
118 MOve alrS!r d:Ml ill __ CDil.Jllll.
[~arrowl
1
119 MeWe alrBOr to from; of line.
-a
1
120 MOve alrS!r tQ en1 of line.
-q
6
121 MOve alrsor to front of next 'oIOrd.
-f
18
122 MOve alrBDr to en1 of ;x..,i.cua word.
-r
T/ 91 67
ID MeWe alrS!r to r.n ClArac!:er.
[Ric;bt-arrowl
T/ 91 68
1~4 !tlge alrsor to \X"..,i.oua dlaracter.
{Lett arrowl
14
125 Create blarJt HI..
-n
25
I ~ Deleta alrrl!ne line.
-y
4
I T/ Delete to en1 of line.
-d
21
128 Delete to front of line.
-u.
11
129 Delete alrrl!ne 'oIOrd.
it
~
130 Ce.l.eee pr..,101la wrd.
0
:u
131 ooet.e alrrl!ne cbacllcur.
-7
171
132 Ce.l.eta prll'1loua dlaracter.
{DELl
31
133 IefrllSil scteet.
-.
~8
134 Rec:all the lut ~ line.
"\
3
135 Abort alrrl!ne f1:zIcI:ion (1IIlR be -c)
-c
[E9:]T1 51 T/ 91 63 104 136 SUrt 3IIqIlCICe (SWlt.d1 to al t Iteyp!ld mode)
{ZSCI>
T/ 6~ T/ 91 63 108 13 10 131 !)'xi ~ (SWlt.d1 to req lteypd mode)
sys$d1&1c1sys1.1b._ClpI'VWIIIq8000.hlp
138
T/ 91 77
139 ScIa'Ice to dalete =rl!l1t liM.
T/ 91 76
140 ~ to inaert a line.
T/ 91 00
I U SeqI*lCIe to dal ete a dlarllCter.
T/ 91 S~ 104
142 SI!q..nce to bIIqUl insert c::b&racur 1IIDde.
T/ 91 5~ 108
10 SeqI*lCIe to anct inart c::b&racur 1IIDde.
T1 91 55 59 SO 109 I" ~ to beq1l1 lW;bJ.ic;bt.
T/ 91 48 109
145 SeqI*lCIe to anct Iliqllliqllt.
29
146 Catti:uIe eDCUI:ion of !nterprftive ~.
10
147 E:IaIcI.:te to next st&~t for Interpretive PUcal..
SYS~ISIIPASCM.. nm:!IP/G<NERIC-llLP
148
149 surtIlp fUe CliIIIIe (ncneJ
ISO Goto ~ line.

T/T/
T/ 79 77
T/ 121
T/ 79 i l l
T/ 19 llS
T/ 19 12.1
T/ 79 118
T/ 79 120
T/ 19 111
T/ 79119
T/19 115

T1 79 108
T/ 19 109

T/99
~ 79 82
T/ 79 83
T/ 19 Bl
T/ 79 114
~4

30
lJ

T/ 19 112
T/ 79 110

T1 79 80

151 :r.-rt cil.uacur.
15~ Delete pr..,1oua line.
153 Co{:If data to
tuffer.

=

154 ~ data.
155 DBc:ide and swi.tch forward.
156 De<ade and 9II1tell bacIaoIard.
157 !'1nc1 and SOIitell forward.
158 F1.'lc1 and SOIlt.d1 bacJCWard.
159 Seucl1 fOl:Vara.

160 SeucI1 bllclcw.ua.
161 SIIlp c1iaplay.
16~ SIr!: hcrizont&1 vtw.
163 SIr!: piqe we.
164 Abort =I!ne fUe.
165 Silve II copy of tllia fUe.
166 EXit the Gtor and _ e tlle fUe.
167 as- tlle file.
168 IMert fUe.
159 '!bqI;le statu8 line display.
110 '!bqI;le inaen.lre:>J._ axia.
111 ~e upper/later cue dJ.stinct.
112 Create a CIP.
173 DC ine macro.
114 E:malU aacro.
175 Sllve macro.
116 r.o.d macro.
177 !let ine ranqe.
118 !tlge to
:utter.
119 SbcIf statua psqe.
180 Goto lineiblocx. -n.
IBl PUt fUe.
182 DelKe to en1 of eUe.
183 OOete tQ ~ of fUe.
1M Edit tUe.
185 90Iitch to another fUe.
185 SJ.deKraJ..l Wldtb..
I fIT !'!lIp focvard to uo:PIr cue.
188 ~ foevani to later ClIM.
189 Define wrQ delimiters.
ISO Er_ a%t i:uffer.
191 lIIIDM1: lut CCIImElCI.
192 EXit all filell.
193 Tal) w1dtb.
194 Rlab p:lution.
195 ~ p:laition.
196 'nlqgl.e WI!ne 1IIOde.
197 th» t:be lut ~.
198 c.fine riqbt IDUqU1.
199 Abort all fU_.
1100 SIr!: block mark.
1101 Ce.l.et.e block -n.
110~ D1IIplay block marX.
1103 Auto i.DdImti.aa.
1104 SK ~ t1J:le !.ntarvaJ..
1105 SK ~ ~ Q)UIlt .1nt.erval.

Fig. A.I
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[ESC] [ESCl
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The second ~ is to strike a sequence of keys, for example, [ESC]
followed by one or two other keys. Line 72 is an example of this:
27 99

172 Create a CIP

<esc>c

In this case, to create a CIP you strike [ESC] and then t~ c. The
first key in this sequence cannot be used as a single keystroke to
execute another function.
For example, if you used the sequence
[Cl'RL] b
[crRL] z [crRL] a to execute a function, then [crRL] b
could not be used to execute a function.
That is why [ESC] is
typically used as the tirst keystroke in this ~ of sequence. The
escape key is never used by itself to execute a function, and the
escape key is al ready used to begin other sequences, such as the
sequence for the arrow keys. An escape-key sequence always begins
with 27, the ASCII code for the escape key. Then you can specify
one or two values fran a through 127, which represent the code(s)
for the key(s) you t~ after striking [ESC]. These codes can be
found in the ASCII chart.
The third ~ of keystroke is to strike a single
alternate keypad. An example of this is line 60:
27 79 116

160 Search backward.

key in the
<alt>4

code ooes llQt. correspond to the keys you t~ to
execute the function.
The codes 1 isted for the al terna te keypad
keys .correspond to the codes issued by the individual key you
strike. In this case, the 4 key on an M38000 terminal issues the
code [ESC] 0 t. The codes each key issues can be found in the
hardware reference manual for the terminal. (The ASCII values 128
through 255 are generated by function keys on certain terminals.)
In this case, the

avoid confusion within your company or organization, it is
advisable to standardize the keys used for the various functions.

To

Lines 11 to 35 and lines 51 to 105 list keystrokes used to execute
the VEJtl functions. These are the lines you can edit as described in
this section. Notice that not all of the VEJtl functions in the setup
file have a key assigned to than.
In other words, there is not a
'!hat is because
code assigned to every line in the setup file.
there are not enough control keys and alternate keypad keys to
assign to each function.
The two-letter mnanoIUCS for the escape-key functions (such as.dl.
for delete line) are always fixed and you cannot change than.
However, you can use the lines in the setup file to specify one of
the three ~s of keystrokes listed above as another way to execute
the tunction. If there is not a key assigned to the function, then
the only way to execute the function is to use the two-letter
escape-key function.

Using VEW on Different Kinds of Tenninals
Follow these steps
function:

to change

the keystrokes

used

to execute

a

Step 1

Access the setup file with VEW.

Step 2

Locate the line
to change.

Step 3

Look in the ASCII chart or in the hardware manual for
the terminal to find the decirral code(s) issued by the
key you want to assign to the function.

Step 4

Change the code on the line to the new code.

corres!X)nding to the function you want

WARNJ}I;: When you edit the setup file, do not delete any
of the lines, change their order, or put the
codes for one function on more than one line.
Also, only list the codes before the coI'£llrent
character, 1.
Step 5

Change the key
line to show
function.

Step 6

If the new key was used to execute another function,
change the key used to execute that function so the same
key is not used with two different functions.

SJ;ecif ied in the conunent section of the
the new key is used to execute the

For example, to use [CI'RL] b to move the cursor to the top of the
file, you would first locate the line corres!X)nding to this
function, line 11. Then you would find the code for [c:rRL] b on the
ASCII chart.
The code is two. Then you would edit line 11 so it
would appear like this:
2

III Move cursor to top of file.

Notice that the corranent has been changed to show that [CI'RL] b is
now used to execute this function.
Finally, you would need to
change line 30 so [CI'RL] b is not used to delete the previous word,
too.
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Creating a setup file
When you

want to use a terminal that does not have a setup file (a
terminal not sll.pI;Orted by WICAT Systans), you must create a setup file
for that terminal. To determine what values to put on each I ine of the
setup tile, refer to the following itans:
1. The hardware manual for the terminal.
2. '!be ASCII chart in

~ndix

C of this manual.

Each line of the setup tile is described in this section.
You can use VEW or the create command to create setup files. If one of
the terminals on your systan already has a setup file, use that terminal
and the VFJtl program to create the new setup file(s). Use create only if
you have no terminals for which a setup file exists. The ~ User's
Reference Manna l describes the create corranand.
You should also create a help file
described in the next section.

for each ty};e of terminal.

This is

There are several things to keep in mind when creating setup files:
1. There must be 105 lines in the setup files.
the order shown in Figure A.I.

The lines must be in

2. Do not change the order of any lines in the setup file or put the

values for "a line on more than one line.
3. Only the first

five lines are required to contain a value.
If
you do not assign a control key to the VEW functions, you must
execute that tunction with the two-letter esca~-key function.
If you do not specify a value with the lines VFJN uses to
cormnunicate with your terminal, VEW can simulate those functions
by printing spaces or repainting the screen.

Follow this procedure to create a new setup file with VEW:
Step 1

Refer to this chapter, the terminal's hardware manual, and an
ASCII chart to determine what value(s) should be entered onto
each line of the file.

Step 2

Determine the number to be used to signify the terminal ty};e.
Numbers a through 63 have been reserved for user-def ined
terminal ty};es.

Step 3

Use the ~ command to assign SYS$DrSK/SYSLm.SE'IUP/
default directory.
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Step 4

Use the .QQRl conunand to create a COPt of an existing setup
file. For example, ~ this kind of character string onto
the CIP command line and strike [RmRN]:
COPt setup252. sys setupO. sys

Note that the pattern for the file designation of the setup
file is SYS$DISK/SYSLIB. SmJP/SE'IUPn. SYS (where n represents
the number corresp:>nding to the terminal ~).
When the COPt has been made, you will have a file with the
correct format, but the wrong values.
Step 5

Use VEW, from a terminal for which an appropriate setup file
exists, to ~ the correct values into the copy of the
or iginal setup file.

Step 6

Use the .ex ftmction to exit the new setup file.

Step 7

Use the J;2U connnand to purge the / SYSLIB. SmJP/ di rectory of
the tirst version of the new setup file.

Step 8

Connect

Step 9

Use the dstat command to set the terminal ty~ for the
terminal on that tx>rt so that the new setup file will be
assigned to that terminal.

step 10

Use the new terminal to try out the setup file, i. e., execute
the VFJN command from that terminal and test each of the
functions available in VEW. If there are problems, check the
values in the setup file and adjust then according to the
instructions given in this chapter.

the new terminal to a tx>rt on your 5YSten.

If you must use create to create a setup file, nake a setup file for your
terminal. Ctlce that setup file is made, you can make setup files for any
other terminal ~s with VEW, following the preceding instructions.
Follow this procedure to create a new setup file with create:
Step 1

Refer to this chapter, the terminal's hardware manual, and an
ASCII chart to determine what value(s) should be entered onto
each line of the file.

Step 2

Determine the number to be used to signify the terminal ty~.
Numbers 0 through 63 have been reserved for user-defined
terminal ~s.

Step 3

Use the.cd

corrmand to assign SYS$DIsKiSYSLm.SEIUP/

defaul t directory.
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Step 4

Type create on

the CIP command line followed by the name of
the setup file.
For example, ~ this kind of character
string onto the CIP conunand line and strike [REmN]:
create

setupO~sys

Note that the p:ittern for the file designation of the setup
file is SYS$DISK/SYSLm. SE'IUP/SE'IUPn. SYS (where n represents
the number oorrespoooing to the tenninal ~).
Step 5

Type

Step 6

After you ~ the last line of the setup file,
z. This ter.minates the create program.

Step 7

Use the dstat oommand to set the terminal ty~ so
new setup tile is assigned to your tenninal.

step 8

Create a file with VEW to try out the setup file, i.e. ,
execute the VEW oornmand fram your terminal and test each of
the functions available in VEW. If there are problans, check
the values in the setup file and adjust than according to the
instructions given in this chapter.

each line of the setup file shown in Figure A.I,
replacing the values in that setup file with the correct
values for your tenninal.
ty~ [CTRL]

that the

'!he ranainder of this section describes each line of the setup tile.
Line 1; Number of 1 iDes on the screen

Use 1 ine 1 to specify the number of lines that ap~ar on the screen,
typically 24. 'Ibis value can be integer fran 10 to 160. This number
must include the line reserved for the VEW function line, e.g., if
you specify 24 as the value for this line, the VFJN program uses 23
lines for text and the ranaining.1ine for the function line.
Line 2; Number of characters

~r

line

Use line 2 to specify the number of characters, or columns, that
aPJ.:ear on each line of the terminal screen, typically 80.
'!his
value can be an integer fran 10 to 160. For example, mst terminals
have 80 columns, but sane display only 40 columns and others display
132 columns.
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Lines 3

& 4;

Direct cursor-aOQressing seQuence

Lines 3 and 4 of the setup file pertain to the nethod used to
};X)sition the cursor. For this discussion, terminals can be divided
into three categories:
1. Terminals that follCM the ANSI X3 .64-1979
cursor positioning, i.e., [ESC] [ Pn ; Pn H.

standard for

2. Terminals that use a four- or five-character sequence, the
last two characters of which are encoded line and coltnnn
};X)sitions.
3. All others.

Either of the first two categories can be represented in the setup
file, and thus can be used by the VEW program.
VEJtl cannot be used
with other kinds of terminals.
M:i8000 and the T7000 use the ANSI character sequence.
'!he
Nr912C uses [ESC] = yx, which falls into the second category (there
are four characters, the last two of which are encoded line and
coltnnn positions). '!he Visual 200 uses [ESC] Y YX which also falls
into the second category.
'!he

For terminals like the ~8000 that are in the first category (the
ANSI sequence), a 255 should ap~ar on line 3 of the setup file.
This is a ~cial value that tells the VEJtl program that the ANSI
sequence is to be used. Line 4 of the setup file should contain Y
255, which is also a ~cial value telling VFW that the ANSI
sequence is to be used.
For terminals like the Visual 200 that are in the second category
(encoded line and colUIIUl positions), line 3 of the setup file should
contain the decimal e:;Iuivalent of the character values that precede
the encoded line and column positions.
In the case of the 'lVI9l2C,
these values are 27 61 ([ESC] followed by the equal sign, =). For
the Visual 200, the values are 27 89 ([ESC] followed by an uppercase
Y) •

Line 4 of the setup file defines the encoding for representing the
line and column };X)sition. '!be first colUIIUl oontains the letter Y or
the letter X, depending on whether the Y coordinate (line number) or
the X coordinate (column number) comes first. '!be Y or the X must
be followed by a spice, which is followed by two numbers that
represent the displacement value to be added to the line number and
the column number to perform the encoding. Both the 'lVI9I2C and the
Visual 200 terminals use an offset value of 32.
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Line 5: Device status control bits
~is line oontains bit definitions for the dstyflagsl field in the
devicestatus record definition.
This definition is found in the
file
SYS$DISK! SYSIN<L. SYS/DSTA'lDISP. ASM.
Here
are the
bit
definitions from the setup file for an K;8000 terminal:

xxxxOOlxlOOlllOO

t

bit 15

t

bit 0

The bits are

numbered from right to left, beginning with bit zero.
A zero clears the bit, a one sets
the bit. '!he following is a definition of what is set with each bit
(the setting for the K;80 00 is given in parentheses) :

An x means the bit is left alone.

O-If clear, control c enabled (enabled)
I-If clear, xonlxoff enabled (enabled)
2-If clear, control x enabled (disabled)
3-If clear, control z enabled (disabled)
4-If clear, control 0 enabled (disabled)
5-If clear, tab expansion enabled (disabled)
6-If clear, nask 8 bit enabled (enabled)
7-If clear oontrol u enabled (disabled)
8-If clear, broadcast enabled (left alone)
9-10-hand shaking (software host sync)
xx-leave alone
~O-No handshake, send bell (default)
Ol-Software host sync (AS, Aq , no bell)
lO-Hardware host sync (no bell)
II-No handshake, no bell
II-Duplex O-full, I-half (full)
12-Modem control, O-none, l-roodan control (left alone)
13-Auto baud, O-no auto baud, I-auto baud (left alone)
14-U:>cal/renote, O-local, l-renote (left alone)
IS-Reserved (left alone)

Line 6; Erase to end of line
Line 6 contains the numerical Equivalent of up to 16
character
values that, when sent to the terminal, cause the terminal to erase
the text fran the cursor to the end of the line on which the cursor
is located. For the K;8000, the character sequence is 27 91 75
([ESC] followed by a left-square bracket, [, and an uppercase K). If
your terminal does not have such a feature, leave this line blank,
and VFJiI simulates the erasure by printing spaces.
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Line 7; .Erase to end of screen

Line 7 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16
character
values that, when sent to the tenninal, cause the tenninal to erase
fran the cursor to the bottan or end of the screen. For the K;8000,
the character sequence is 27 91 74 ([ESC], followed by a left-square
bracket, [, and an uppercase J). If your ter.minal does not have such
a feature, leave this line blank, and VEW simulates the erasure by
erasing (to the end of the line) every line from the cursor to the
botton of the screen.
Line 8; Move text down from home position

Line 8 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16
character
values that, when sent to the terminal while the cursor is in the
horne };X>sition (u~r left-hand oorner of the screen), cause the
terminal to IOOVe all the text on the screen oown one line.
'!his
leaves the top line blank, and bumps the bottom line off the screen.
For the K;8000, the character sequence is 27 77 ([ESC] followed by
an uppercase M). If your terminal does not have such a feature,
leave this line blank, and VEW simulates the move by erasing the top
line and rewriting all other lines on the screen.
Line 9; Function tepmioator

Line 9 is not associated with any control-key function, but
represents the code generated by the key that terminates functions
typed onto the function line.
As described in this manual, the
return key is the standard function terminator (ASCII code 13).
(Striking the [ESC] key twice is also considered a standard
terminator. )
Line 10; Newl ine command

This line represents the key to strike to insert a
text. '!be return key is normally used for this.

ntw line in the

Lines 11 through 35 list the functions you can execute with a control
key, alternate keypad key, or another series of keystrokes listed on the
line. '!be description of these lines in this section simply describes the
function that corresponds to each line. Follow the instructions in the
section "Changing .t.be. YfK setup fil.e" to specify a keystroke or
keystrokes to execute the function.
Control keys are typically assigned
to these tunctions.
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Line 11: Move to top of fil e

'!his function moves the cursor to the
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] rot.

top of the file.

It is the

end of the file.

It is the

Line 12; Move to end of fil e

'!his function moves the cursor to the
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] me.
Line 13: Move to next p:1ge

'Ibis function moves the cursor to the next page if the cursor is on
the last line of the screen. If the cursor is not on the last line,
it moves the cursor to the bottan of the screen.
'!his function is
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] rop.
Line 14: Move to previous page

This function moves the cursor to the previous page if the cursor is
on the first line of the screen.
If the cursor is not on the first
line, it rooves the cursor to the top of the screen.
'Ibis function
is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -rrp.
Line IS: Move to front of

next line

This function moves the" cursor to the front of the next line.
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] rol.

It is

Line 16; Move to front of previous line

'Ibis function zooves the cursor to the front of the previous line.
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -ml.
Line 17 ; Move uP in same column

'!his function IOOVes the cursor up one line, keeping the cursor in
the same column. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -pl.
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Line 18: Move cbm in

same ·column

This function moves the cursor 00wn one line, keeping the cursor in
the same oolumn. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] pl.
Line 19; Move to front of 1 ine

This function moves the cursor to the front of the line the cursor
is on. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] fl.
Line 20; Move to end of line

This function moves the cursor to the end of the line the cursor is
on. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] el.
Line 21: Move to next word

This function moves the cursor to the front of the next word.
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] nw.

It is

Line 22: Move to previous word

This function moves the cursor to the
is the same as typing (ESC] [ESC] -nw •

end of the previous word.

It

Line 23: Moye to next character

This function moves the cursor to the next character (on the right) •
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] mc.
Line 24 i Moye to previous character

This function moves the cursor to the previous character
left). It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -m:.

(on the

Line 25; Create blank line

This function creates
[ESC] [ESC] 01.

a blank line.
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Line 26; Delete ljne
This function deletes the line the cursor
typing [ESC] [ESC] dI.

is on.

It is the same as

Line 27 i Delete to end of line
This function deletes the text fram the cursor
line. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] de.

to the

end of the

Line 28; 'Delete to front of line
This function deletes the text fran the cursor to the
line. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] df.

front of the

Line 29; Delete word
This function deletes the word the cursor
typing [ESC] [ESC] dw •

is on.

It is the same as

Line 30; Delete prevjous word
This function deletes the.previous word (to the left of the cursor).
I t is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -dw •
Line 31; Delete character
This function deletes the character
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] dc.

the cursor is

on.

It

is the

the left

of the

same

typing

Line 32; Delete previo\ls character
This function deletes the previous character (to
cursor). It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -dc.
Line 33; Ref resh screen
This

function
rs.

refreshes

the

screen.

[ESC] [ESC]
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Line 34; Recall last function line
'!his function recalls the last function line you executed (or
aborted) so you can edit it and execute it again.
'Ibis function
ooes not have a corresponding esca~key function. Thus, if you do
not assign a value to this line in the setup file, you cannot recall
the last function line.

Line 35; Aborting functions
This function aborts a VEW function. [Cl'RLl c (ASCII code 3) IlUlSt
be the value assigned to this line. '!his function ooes not have a
corresponding escape-key function.

Line 36; Start seQuence
Line 36 can contain up to 80 numerical values, which specify the
sequence sent to the terminal as VF1iI begins execution.
Bane
special setup before they can be used
ter-minals require a
successfully with VEW.
For example, same terminals require that a
conunand be sent to than to make the function keys available, e.g.,
the alternate keypad mode on the Ki8000. Sane ter-minals anulate any
one ot several terminal ~s and require a corranand sp:cifying the
desired typ:.
the Ki8000 terminal, this sequence also turns on the "KEYPD ESC
mDE" indicator light above the keyboard. If this line is blank,
nothing is sent to the terminal.

Q1

Line 37; Ending seQuence
Line 37 can contain up to 80 numerical values, which sp:cify the
sequence sent to the terminal when you exi t VFH.
Use this
capability to restore the terminal to its normal operating mode, or
to perform same other function.
the Ki8000 terminal, this sequence turns off the "KEYPD ESC MJDE"
indicator light. If this line is blank, nothing is sent to the
terminal.

Q1
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Line 38; Help fil e
Line 3S lists the file designation of the help file, a file that is
displayed on the screen when you ~ [ESC] [ESC] he.
Because the
function keys for each ter.minal ~ may vary, it is necessary to
provide different help displays for each kind of ter.minal.
r.t>re
information on the help display is given later in this chapter.
If you create a help file, give the file an extension of • HLP, and
place it in the SYS$DISK/SYSLm.SmtJP/ directory.
Line 39; Seguence

to

delete 'current line

Line 39 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the terminal, cause the terminal to delete
the line the cursor is on. For the fvGSOOO, the character sequence
is 27 91 77 ([ESC], followed by a left-square bracket, [, and an
uppercase M). If your ter.minal ooes not have such a feature, leave
this line blank, and VEJiI simulates the erasure by repainting the
screen from that line to the end of the screen.
Line 40; SeQuence to insert a line
Line 40 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, ,when sent to the ter.minal, cause the terminal to insert
a line of text. For the r-GSOOO, the character sequence is 27 91 76
( [ESC], followed by a left-square bracket, [, and an upI;ercase L) •
If your ter.minal ooes not have such a feature, leave thi9 line
blank, and VEW simulates the insertion by repainting the screen.
Line 41; Seguence to del ete a character
Line 41 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the ter.minal, cause the terminal to delete
a character.
For the r-GSOOO, the character sequence is 27 91 80
( [ESC], followed by a left-square bracket, [, and an uppercase P) •
If your terminal ooes not have such a feature, leave this line
blank, and VFW simulates the deletion by repainting the line.
Line 42; Seguence to begin insert character roode
Line 42 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the terminal, puts the terminal in insert
mode. For the M.;SOOO, the character sequence is 27 91 52 104
( [ESC], followed by a left-square bracket, [, the character 4, and a
lowercase h). Most terminals have insert and replace rrodes (not the
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VFJtl insert

and replace IOOdes) , and normally run in replace mode.
This line is paired with the next line, which puts the terminal. in
replace mode. If your terminal ooes not have such a feature, leave
this line blank, and VFJiI simulates the insertion by rEMriting to the
end of the line each time you insert a character.

Line 43; SeQuence to

end

insert character mode

Line 43 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the terminal, puts the ter.minal in replace
mode. For the K;8000, the character sequence is 27 91 52 lOS
( [ESC], followed by a left-square bracket, [, the character 4, and a
lowercase 1) •
'Ibis line is paired with line 42, which puts the
ter.minal in insert mode. In other words, this line reverses the
action of line 42. If your ter.minal does not have such a feature,
leave this line blank, and VFW simulates the insertion by rewriting
to the end of the line each time you insert a character.
1 iDe 44; SeQuence to begin highl ight

Line 44 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the terminal, turns on the higbl. ighting
used with the define range escape-key function. For the f.l;SOOO, the
character sequence is 27 91 55 59 50 109 ([ESC], followed by a leftsquare bracket, [, the character 7, a semicolon, ;, the character 2,
and a lowercase m). Text can be highlighted in many ways.
For
example, you can use reverse video (used by VEW), underlining,
different intensity, etc. If you do highl ight the text in some way,
you cannot see the highlighting on the screen, even though you can
still define a range.
If you do not plan to highlight the text,
leave this line blank.

Ljne 45; SeQuence to end highl ight

Line 45 contains the numerical equivalent of up to 16 character
values that, when sent to the ter.minal, turns off the highlighting
used with the define range escape-key function. For the K;SOOO, the
character sequence is 27 91 48 109 ([ESC], followed by a left-square
bracket, [, the character zero, 0, and a lowercase m> • If you did
not specify some t.TIe of highlighting on line 44, leave this line
blank.
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Line 46; Continue execution (Intetpretive Pascal)

'!his line is used to specify a key to continue execution in
Interpretive Pascal.
Include this line in the setup file even if
you will not be using Interpretive Pascal.
Line 47; Execute to next statement (Inte(pI'etive Pascal)

This line is used to specify a key to execute to the next statement
in Interpretive Pascal. Include this line in the setup file even if
you will not be using Interpretive Pascal~
Line 48; Interpretive Pascal help file

'!his line is used to specify the help file for Interpretive Pascal.
Include this line in the help file even if you will not be using
Interpretive Pascal.
Line 49; Startup file

This is file that is sent to the terminal as VEW begins execution.
'!his could be a text file, in which case a message is written on the
screen as VEW begins. Or the file could contain ASCII sequences,
which, for example, could be used to display a different font (a
different style of characters> on the screen.
Specify the full
pathname of this file.
If you 00 not have a startup file, leave
this line blank.
Line SO; Go to function 1 ine

'Ibis is character sequence used to access the VEW function line.
For the K;8000, the character sequence is 27 27 ([ESC] followed by
another [ESC] ) •
If you wish, you can change this sequence to
another key or set of keystrokes.

Lines 51 through 105 list functions you can execute with a control key,
al ternate keypad key, or another series of keystrokes listed on the line.
The description of these lines in this section simply tells what function
corresponds to each line.
Follow the instructions in the section
"Changing the. ~ setup fil..e" to specify values on these lines. Keys in
the alternate keypad or other keystrokes (such as striking the escape key
once, then typing one or two characters> are typically assigned to these
functions.
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Line 51; Insert control character

This function is used to insert a control character in the text or
on the ftmction line.
This ftmction is the same as typing
[ESC] [ESC] ic, but you can also use the equivalent of the .ic.
function (specified on this line) to insert a control character on
the ttmction line.
Line 52; Del ete previous line

This function is used to delete the previous line.
as typing [ESC] [ESC] -dl. •

It is the same

Line 53; Cut line (s)
This ftmction cuts
[ESC] [ESC] cu.

a line

or range.

It

is the

same as

typing

Line 54; Paste line(s)

This functions pastes the contents
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] pa.
Line 55; Decide

&

of the cut

buffer.

It

is the

switch (forward)

This function I;erforms a decide and .switch toward the bottom of the
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ds.
Line 56; Decide

&

switch (backward)

This ftmction I;erforms a decide and switch toward the top of the
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -ds.
Line 57; Find

&

switch (forward)

This ftmction I;erforms a find and switch toward the bottom of the
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] fs.
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Line 58; Find

&

switch (backward)

'!his function performs a find and switch tQtlard the top of the file.
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -fs.
Line 59; Search (forward)

This function performs a search toward the bottom of the
is the same as tyl?ing [ESC] [ESC] sr.

file.

It

Line 60; Search (backward)

This function performs a search toward the top of the
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -sr.

file.

It is

Line 61; Help displ ay

This function displays the help file on the screen, one page at a
time. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] he.
Line 62; Set horizontal vie.w

This function sets the collIDln number that appears on the left of the
screen (the left margin). It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] hv.
Line 63; Set page size

This function sets the number of lines VEW moves when you move a
page. 'Ibis is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ps.
Line 64; Abort file

'Ibis function aborts the file you are
typing [ESC] [ESC] ab.

editing.

It is

the same as

Line 65; Save

'!his function saves a copy of all
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] sa.
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Line 66; Exit YEW

'!his function exits the file you are editing and saves a cop.! of the
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ex.
Line 67; Rename fil e

'!his function changes the name of the file you are editing.
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] fn.

It is

Line 68; Insert file

'!his function inserts a file into the file you are
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] if.

editing.

It is

Line 69; Show status line

This function turns on and turns off the VEJtl status 1 ine.
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ss.

It is the

Line 70; Insert/replace

This ~unction changes VF1iI from insert to replace mode and vice
versa. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ir.
Line 71; Uppercase/lowercase flag

'!his function turns the uppercase/lowercase flag
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ul.

on and off.

It is

Line 72; Create a CIP

'Ibis function accesses the CIP without exiting VFVI.
as typing [ESC] [ESC] cp.

It is the same

Line 73; Define macro

'Ibis function turns on and turns off
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] drn.
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Line 74: Execute macro

It is the same as typing

This function executes a macro.
xm.

[ESC] [ESC]

Line 75: Save macro
This function saves
sm.

a macro.

is the same as

It

typing

[ESC] [ESC]

Line 76; Load macro

'!his function loads a macro you
typing [ESC] [ESC] lIn.

have saved.

It

is the

same as

Line 77; Define range

This function turns on and turns off
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] dr.
Line 78;

the range definition.

It is

Cut. & del ete

r.Ihis function cuts a line or range, then deletes it.
as typing [ESC] [ESC] cd.

It is the same .

Line 79 i Show status page
r.Ihis function shows the VEW status page.
[ESC] [ESC] sp.

It is

the same as typing

Line 80; Go to line number or bl ock Itla,rk

This function moves the cursor to the specified line number or block
mark. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] go.
Line 81 i Put fil e

This function writes a range
same as typing [ESC] [ESC] pf.

or cut mffer to
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Line 82: Delete to end of fil e

'!his function deletes the text from the cursor
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] dd.

to the end of the

Line 83; Delete to top of fil e

'!his function deletes the text from the cursor
file. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] -dd.

to the top of the

Line 84; Mit file

'!his function is used
typing [ESC] [ESC] ef.

to edit

another file.

It

is the

same as

Line 85: Switch to another file

'!his function &Witches VEW to another file you are editing.
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] sf.

It is

Line 86; Sidescroll width

This function sets the nt..mlber of columns VFW scrolls
is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] fM.

sideways.

It

Line 87; Change to up,percese

'!his function changes the character the cursor is on or a range to
uppercase letters. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] uc.
Line 88; Change to lowercase

'!his function changes the character the cursor is on or a range to
lowercase letters. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] lc.
Line 89; Define word del jrniters

This function defines the word delimiters used by VEW to determine
word boundaries. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] WOe
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Line 90; Erase cut buffer

'Ibis function erases the cut Wffer.
[ESC] [ESC] ec.

It

is the same as

typing

Line 91; Repeat last command

'Ibis function repeats the last command you executed.
as typing [ESC] [ESC] rp.

It is the same

Line 92; Exit all fil es

This function exits all the files you are editing and
of the files. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ea.

saves a coP.i

Line 93; Tab width

'Ibis function sets the number of columns between tab stops.
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] tw •

It is

Line 94; Push wsitjon

This function pushes position of the cursor on
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] pu.

the position stack.

Line 95; Pop I;Psjtion

This function moves the cursor to the position on top of
position stack. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] po.

the

Line 96; 'lbgg1e sjlent ny;x1e

This function turns on and turns off silent mode.
typing [ESC] [ESC] ts.

It is the same as

Line 97; Undo del etion/posjtjoo

This function restores a deletion or moves the cursor
previous position. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ud.
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Line 98; Set right margin

This function sets the oolumn where the right margin bell sounds.
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] rm.
Line 99; Abort all files

This function aborts all the files you are editing.
as typing [ESC] [ESC] aa.

It is the same

Line 100; Set block mark

This

function

sets a

block mark.

It

is the

same as

typing

same as

typing

[ESC] [ESC] sb.

Line 101; Del ete bl ock mark

This

function deletes

a block mark.

It

is the

[ESC] [ESC] db.

Line 102;

Di~~

block marks

rrhis function displays all the block marks
the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] bd.

that are defined.

It is

Line 103; Auto indentation

This function turns on and turns off the auto indentation feature.
It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] ai.
Line 104; Auto save time

mus function sets the time between the autanatic saving of
files you are editing. It is the same as typing [ESC] [ESC] at.

the

Line 105; Auto save count

mus function sets the ntmtber of IOOdifications between the autanatic
saving of the files you are editing.
It is the same as typing
[ESC] [ESC] ac.
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Sample Setup Fil es

Figure A.2 compares the values that must be entered in the setup
files for three different terminal types. In other words, Figure
A.2 shows three setup tiles. DQ no.t. create a setup file with more
than a single column of numbers.

Creating a Help File
<Alce the value for each VFJtl ftmction has
prepare a help file for that terminal type.

been determined,

you should

This is the file specified on line 38 of the tenninal setup file.
To create a help file, use the .cd cormnand to assign /SYSLffi.SElUP/ as
your default directory.
'!ben use VFW create the file.
Make sure that
the lines in the file are only as wide as the ntnnber of characters that
appear on your terminal screen.

Figure A.3
tenninals.

shows an

example

of

a
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11 IUaOer of 1inH on the &crem.
12 IUllDer of c:il&ractera on MCi1 lilW.
13 Do anai.1 stanOard addr-Sl.ll91 Direceory cur.ar addr_aing aaqu.nce.
Y 255
Y 32 32
IS 3232
14 Do ansii aun:lard addr~1 Y first. X and Y di5pl~
:a:zzOOlltlOOUlOO
DZZOzlalOOllllO
DZZOzlalOOUlOO 15 Deor1Oe IlUtwI control lliu.
TT 91 75 TT 84
TT 120
16 ~ to
to the em at tbe lilW.
TT 91 74 TT 89
TT 121
17 ~ to er_ to tbe em at tbe screm.
TT 77
TT 69
TT 73
IS Sequance to .:roll doIm OIW lilW YIIile in belle position.
13
lJ
13
19 ca.-nd teminator for ~ lilW.
<newlilW>
13
lJ
lJ
ao NewlilW a:mEld
"II
20
20
20
III Man cursor to top of fUe.
at
5
5
5
112 Man cursor to em of fUe.
"e
15
15
16
IlJ Move cureor to nan ;:aqe.
"p
8
17
8
tl4 Move cursor to prenoua ;:aqe.
"h
15
15
15
115 Move cursor to front of nan line.
"a
23
23
23
116 Move cursor to front of :;r..,ioua lilW.
"w
TT 91 65 11
TT 65
117 Move cursor up l.n _
cOllJll1.
[llt:>-arrowl
TT 91 66 10
TT 66
tl8 Move cursor O:lwn in _
collJll1.
~arrow]
1
1
1
119 Move cursor to front 0: lilW.
oil
7
7
i
120 Move cursor to w of line.
"g
6
6
6
121 Move cursor to front c! next word.
"f
18
18
18
122 Move cursor to en:! of 0%..,10\18 word.
r
TT 67
123 Move cursor to next cnaracter.
[Riailt-arrow]
27 91 67 U
TT 91 68 8
TT 68
124 Move curaor to pre'11oua alUacter.
[Left-arrow)
14
14
14
125 Create blank line.
"n
25
25
25
1:25 Dele!:e current lilW.
"y
•
• .
4
1TT Delete t:o en:! of line.
"d
21
21
21
128 Delete t:o front of line.
"u
11
19
II
129 Delete current word.
it
2
2
2
130 Delete prevlQUS word.
0
22
22
22
131 Delet:e Cl.:rrent chAracter.
"v
ITT
ITT
ITT
132 Delete pr..,lous =~er.
[DELl
31
31
31
133 ilafresn screen.
2B
28
28
134 Re<:All the lan CI:II1IImld lilW.
"\
3
3
3
135 Aeort currin!: f\:\Ctl.on \1!IlSt I:le '0)
0
TT 61 TT 91 63 104
0
TT 61
136 Start. ~ (SWltcn to illt Jteyped::lOde) [ESC] 27 62 TT 91 63 108
lJ 10
TT 62 lJ 10 137 En:l sequence 'SWltcn to rer; Keypad lIIOde)
[ESCl >
sysSdiwsyslib.setupl'vewmqSOOO.hlp. sysSdiSXIsysll.!l.seUo?,VW1:Vi9U.b.lp. sysSdisiVsyslib.setuplvwvWOO.b.lp
=7 91 71 TT 82
27 71
139 Seauence to delete =rent lJ..na.
27 91 76 27 69
27 76
140 ~ t:o l.Mert il line.
27 91 SO 0
27 79
141 Sequence to delete il Cl4Cacter.
TT 91 S2 104
0
TT 105
142 Sequence to beqUl iMart alUlICter mode.
27 91 52 lOS
0
TT 106
143 ~ t:o en:! insert aw:acter lIIOde.
TT 91 S5 59 50 109 TT 106
TT 52
144 Sequance t:o beqUl nigbli<;llt.
TT 91 48 109
TT 107
TT 51
145 s.quence to em luc;i:Iligilt.
29
29
29
146 Continue execution of l."lterpreuve PUc:al.
10
30
10
147 EXecute to our. s:a~t for Interpretive Pucal.
24
80

24
SO

24
SO

255

TT 61

TT 89

er_

SYS$OIST./PASCAt.. ~/GEm:RIC.l!t.P

148

1.9start:.:p file name
27 TT
27 79 71

TT TT

TT 121

TT 121

0

27 79 i l l
79 ll5

TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT

i9 121

79
79
79
79
79

UB
120
ll7
119
116

TT 79 108

T1 63 108
T1 63 109

27 79 109

TT99
TT 79 B2

TTTT
TT 63 71
TT 121
TT 63 i l l
TT 63 115
TT 63 121
TT 63 US
TT 63 120
TT 63 117
TT 63 i l l
TT 63 ll6

TT99

TT99
TTB2
TT 32

27 79 B3

2779 81

TTBl
TT 63 11'

TT 79 ll4
24

24

2'

30
29

30
29

30
29

TT 63 112
TT 63 110

27 79 ll2
TT 79 llO
26

TT79SO

TTSO

138

(norw)

150 GotO CDIIIIIIlKI lilW.

[ESC] [ESC]

151 r.naert cn.aracter.

{EmEIU

152 Delete prw1QUa lilW.
153 Copt data t:o Olt tuffer.
154 Pute data.
155 DeclO. and swita! forward.
156 Decide and SWlta! i:ac:ltward.
157 !'1rd and wita! forward.
158 F1rd and Wlta! t8c1tvard.
159 Seilrcll forward.
160 SMrcll bllclatard.
161 Balp display.
162 Set bon.zCX'lt.al viw.
163 Set ;:aqe su ••
164 IGlrt current fU ••
165 Save a CXlpt of tiU.a fU ••
166 Exit tbe editor and !111ft the fU ••
161 ~ the fil ••
168 In8ert fU ••
169 '!'og<;l. • .e.&twI line di.s;:l.ay.
170 Toggl. Ularti r~1ICe t:XlOu.
171 Toqg.l.e upper/lower cue dl.sti.nct:.
172 Create a CP.
1'13 DefilW IMCro.
174 Execute macro.
175 Save mero.
176 Load JaCro.
171 DetilW rmqa.
178 Move to cut ::utfer.
179 SIlcII IlUtwI paqe.
1SO Go t:o line1blOClt mark.
181 Put fUe.
1B2 Delete t:o en:! of fUe.
1B3 DCllete to beqUIn1ng of fU ••
184 Edit fU ••
185 Soiit.ch t:o another fUe.
186 Sidacroll width.
187 Map forward to uppar c:ue.
I 88 !'aD forward to lewer ClLIIe.
189 DefilW word delillltera.
190 ::rue cut tuffer.
191 Jeceat lut CCIIIIIICId.
192 <:zit ill fil_.
193 Tab width.
194 PusIl poaj,tion.
195 i\:lp pontion.
196 '!'og<;l.. sillnt moc:le.
1~ llncio tbe lut CDIIIIIIlKI.
198 DefilW rigbt mrg1Z1.
199 Abort all fUes.
1100 Set blOClt marlt.
1101 DCll ete blOClt mark.
1102 Display blOClt mark.
1103 Aut.o indention.
1104 Set auto."e t.i.ma interval.
1105 Set a.uc.oave ~ COWlt 1nter<ral.

[ESCl Y
(l}
(3)

(91
{6}

{SI
{51
(71
(')

(.)

(-I

(no
(no

qlue for '1VI912Cl
value for ,'!V'I912Cl

[ESC] c
(PrJ).

(no qlue for '1VI912Cl. <fln:>2
(PF4). (no value for 'IVI912Cl. <func>3

(m). (no qlue for 'lVI912Cl. <t1ZlC.>1
(2) (no value for 'lVI912Cl

{OJ (no value for ":VI912Cl

(.l (no value for

~12Cl

!PP1). (no value for 'lVI912Cl. <t1ZlC.>0

Fig. A.2 Canparing three setup files for
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WICA~efined

terminal

~s

Using VEW on Different Kinds of Ter.minals
VEH Help Display

IIrmediate

Go to cannand 1 ine
Terminate ocmnand pranpt
Move cursor to top of file

IESCl IESC)
lru:ruRNl
ICl'RLl t
Move cursor to end of file
(C'l'RLl e
Move cursor to next {age
ICl'RLl p
Move cursor to previous {age
ICl'RLl h
Move cursor to front of line
ICl'RLl a
MoIre cursor to end of line
ICl'RLl 9
Move cursor to next line
ICl'RLl 0
Move cursor to previous line
ICl'RLl w
Move cursor to next word
ICl'RLI f
Move cursor to previous word
ICl'RLl r
Move cursor to next character Right-arrow
Move cursor to previous char
Left-arrow
Move to line mJllber/block mark ICl'RLI x
MoIre cursor up in sarne oollJlU'l Up-arrow
Hove cursor cbm in same 001. Down-arrow
Delete current line/range
ICl'RLI y
Delete previous line
I ESC] y
Delete to front of line
ICl'RL] u
Delete to end of line
[Cl'RLl d
Delete current ....ord
ICl'RL] k
Delete previous ....ord
ICl'RL] b
Del ete current character
ICl'RLl v
Delete previous character
IDELI
Delete to end of fil-e
Delete to beginning of file
Map dlar./range to upper case [ALTl 0
Map char.l range to lower case IALTl •
ICl'RLl n
Create blank line
[Cl'RLl z
Repeat last cnrmand
ICl'RLl i
Insert a tab character
ICl'RLl j
Insert newline, <NL>
Insert form teed, <FF>
ICl'RLl 1
Insert newline, (NL>
ICl'RLl m
Terminate cxmnand in progress [Cl'RLl c
Restore coomand line flD'lction ICl'RLl \
(ALT] Em'ER
Insert literal character
(crnr..l _
Ref resh screen
[FUNC] 1
Undo deletion/position
IALTl 1
CoPf lines/range for festing
IALTl 2
Move lines/range for festing
IlILTl 3
Paste cut rutter
Erase cut ruffer
(ALTl 9
Decide and switch forward
(ALTl 6
Decide and Btl itch backward
IALTl 8
Find and switch forward
Find and switch backward
lALTJ 5
IALTl 7
Search forward
IALTl 4
Search backward
Hel p display
Set hor izontal view
Set page size
Abort file
CALTl ,
Save file
Exit file
IALTl Exit all files
Abort all files
Set new f 11 e name
Insert file
Put file
(ruOCJ
Def ine macro
lruOCl
Execute macro
Save macro to file
Load maero fran file
Set block mark
Delete block mark
Display block marks
(ESCl c
create a CIP
[crnr..l ~
Edit a new file
SWitch to file
Icrm.J 1
Push position
Pop position
Status line display (toggle)
Insert/replace (toggle)
Upp!r/lower case (toggle)
Specify Right margin
Set tab width
Side scroll width
Define range (toggle)
lruOCl 2
Show status fege (toggle)
Define word delimiters
Auto indention (toggle)
Autosave time
Autosave oount

Fig. A.3

carrnand Line

Icm:l
(cm:J
Icm:l
[cm:l
[cm:J
Icm:l
[cm:l
[cm:l
[cm:J
[cm:J
Icm:l
rcm:J
Icm:l
rcm:l
Icm:l
Icm:l
Icm:J
Icm:J
Icm:J
[cm:J
Icm:J
Icm:J
Icm:J
lcm:l
Icm:l
Icm:J
Icm:J
Icm:J
lcm:J

Ccm:J
Icm:l
Icm:J
Icm:l
lcm:J
[cm:l
Icm:J
(cm:l
Icm:l
Icm:J
(cm:J
Icm:l
[cm:l
Icm:J
Icm:J
Icm:J
Icm:l
Icm:J
[cm:l
[cm:l
Icm:l
Icm:l
Icm:J
Icm:l
Icm:J
[cm:l
Icm:l
Icm:l
Icm:l
Icm:l
[cm:l
(cm:l
Icm:l
IGl'Cl
[Gl'CJ

mt

me
(n)trp
(n is no. of pages)
(-n) trp
(n is no. of pages)
(n) fl
(n is no. of lines)
(n) el
(n is no. of lines)
(n) ml.
(n is no. of lines)
(-n) ml.
(n is no. of lines)
(n)nw
(n is no. of words)
(-n)nw
(n is no. of words)
(n) Ill:
(n is no. of char.)
(-n)nr
(n is no. of char.)
go <line no./block mark name>
(-n)pl
(n is no. of lines)
(n)pl
(n is no. of lines)
(n)d!
(n is no. lines)
(-n)d!
(n is no. lines)
(n)df
(n is no. lines)
(n)de
(n is no. lines)
(n)c!w
(n is no. of words)
(-n)c!w
(n is no. of words)
(n)dc
(n is no. of chars)
(-n)de
(n is no. of chars)
dd <confirmation>
Hdd <confirmation>
(n)uc
(n is no. of char.)
(nHe
(n is no. of char.)
(n)ol
(n is no. of lines)
rp

ic <character to insert>
rs
ud
(n)cu
(n is no. of lines)
(n)cd
(n is no. of lines)
(n)pa
(n is no. of times)
ec

(n)ds
(n is no.
(-n)de
(n is no.
(n) fs
(n is no.
(-n)fs
(n is no.
(n)ar
(n is no.
(-nlsr
(n is no.
he
bY <collJlU'l mJllber>
p8 <no. of lines>
ab <confirmation>

of
of
of
of
of
of

times)
times)
times)
times)
times)
Umes)

sa

ex
ea
aa
fn
if
pf

an

<confirmation>
<new file name>
<file name>
<f ile name>

(n)xm
<macro
1m <macro
sb <block
db <block
SIll

(n is no. of times)
file name>
file name>
mark name>
mark name>

bd

cp
ef <file list>
sf

pu
[G'Id po

[Gl'Cl
Icm:l
[Gl'Cl
IGl'Cl
[Gl'Cl
[cm:l
IGl'Cl
Icm:l
[Gl'Cl
[cm:l
IG'OCl
[Gl'C]

ss
ir
ul

rm <collJlU'l nlJltler>
tw <new tab .... idth>
<no. of characters>
dr
sp
WI:) <new word del imiters>
ai
at <time in minutes>
ac <nlJltler of COITII1aJ'lds>
I'1tI

A sample help display
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Ap~ndix B

The Keyboard and the 'lEW Program

This app:ndix describes how the
keyboard
descriptions ~rtain
only to the keyboards
terminals, i.e., the '17000 and K;8000.

o~rates

of

in VEW. The
WICAT-manufactured

Automatic repeating
Many keyboards, including the '17000 and ~8000, have a feature kno.vn as
automatic repeating.
This feature allavs you to repeat a character by
keeping the character key depressed.

'!he Main Keyboard

There are two p:trts of the keyboard, the main keyboard and the al ternate
keypad. The main keyboard is similar to a typ:writer keyboard, but it has
a few extra keys with ~cialized functions.
Character Keys
The keys for letters of the altbabet, numerals, punctuation marks,
and other signs are, generally speaking, arranged as such keys would
be arranged on any standard, office ~riter.
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The Keyboard and the VFW Program
Function Keys
These keys
screen:

allow you to rranipulate the cursor

or the text

on the

The up-arrow key moves the cursor toward the top of the
screen or file. When this key, or any of the arrow keys, is
used to move the cursor: (a) the cursor will move only
within the text block, i.e., you cannot use the arrow keys
to create sp3.ces, and (b) the cursor will rove aver the
screen without dispiacing any of the characters or spacing
within the text block.
This function key is useful in
moving, or "scrolling," line by line, tCMard the top of the
file. To scroll tCMard the top of the file, use this key to
move the cursor to the top of the screen, and keep this key
depressed until the line that you are looking for apt:ears.
The down-arrow key moves the cursor, line by line, tCMard
the oottan of the screen or file. Its movement and use in
scrolling is similar to the up-arrow key.
The left-arrow key moves the cursor toward the left-hand
margin of the text block. If this key is depressed when the
cursor is on the left margin of a line, the cursor moves to
the right-hand end of the preceding line.
By keeping this
arrow key depressed, you can scroll, one character at a
time, toward the top of the file.
The right-arrow key moves the cursor toward the right-hand
rrargin of the text block. Its movement and use is similar
to the left-arrow key, except that it moves the cursor from
the right-hand side of the line you are on to the left-hand
side of the line belCM.
other Keys
The spacebar moves the cursor from left to right across the
screen, and you can use it to create sp3.ces "behind" the
cursor, i.e., to insert "sp3.ce characters" into the text.
In other words, if characters are in front of the cursor and
you strike the sp3.cebar, the cursor and all the characters
on the line in front of it will move one space to the right.
If you take the cursor to the right-hand margin of the
screen and keep the Sp3.cebar depressed, the cursor will not
jump to the next line, but continue (indefinitely) to move
to the right on the line it is on.
'!he [RE'mNl key functions in the same manner as the carriage
return key on any standard typewriter, except that any
B-2

The Keyboard and the VEW Program
characters or spaces to the right of, or below, the p:>int at
which the [RRIRN] key is pressed will be shifted one line
tavard the bottom of the file.
The [SHIFl'l key ~rforms the
on any standard typewriter.

same function as the shift key

The [DELl key enables you to delete
time, to the left of the cursor.

characters, one

at a

The [TABl key allows you to tab eight characters. You can
change the tab width with the ~ escape-key function.
Striking the [TM] key is equivalent to inserting a control
character into the text.
In other words, even though the
cursor moves eight spaces when a tab is inserted, the tab is
treated as a single character. '!hus, were you to delete a
tab, the text to the right of that tab would be moved in to
close the a-space gap caused py the deletion.
The [CAPS LOCl{] key functions, though only for the alIilabet
character keys, in the same manner as the shift lock on a
standard typewriter.
The [BACK SPACE] key rooves the cursor back one page toward
the top of the file. It is identical to [crRL] h.
The [Cl'.RLl key, used in conjunction with certain character
keys, e.g., [CI'RL] t, allows you to ~rform various editing
and cursor-roovement functions.
The [ESC] key is used to execute the command-line functions
in VEItl. You must strike this key twice and tyt;:e a two-letter
command, e. g., [ESC] [ESC] ab.
Press the [SET UP] key as the initial step
status of the terminal.
The [LINE FEEDl key
[RRIRN] key.

~rforms

the

in changing the

same function

as

the

The [BRFAK] key functions as a send key when the terminal is
in block mode. The key is therefore ino~rative when you
are in VEW.
The [NO SCRLl key ~rforms the same function as [crRL] s and
[crRL] q.
Press [NO SCRL] once and it stops the text from
scrolling, like [CTRL] s. Press it again and the scrolling
resumes, like [CTRL] q.
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The Keyboard and the VFW Program
Light Emitting Diodes

ON
LINE

(T.EOs)

LOCAL

PROT
MODE

GRAPH
MODE

KEYPD
ESC
MODE

SCROLL
DISABL

KEYBD
LOCKED

ERROR

o o o o o 000

The function of these small red lights (across the top of the
keyboard) is explained in the hardware manual for your particular
systan. '!Wo lights, CN LINE and KEYPD ESC MJDE, will normally be on
when you are in VEW.

'!he AI. ternate Keypad
T7000 and MG8000 Keypad

undo I range Idf macro ex macro
FI
I
F2
I
F3
F4
---1---1---- ---srch fwdlf&s fwd Id&s fwd
exit
7

I

8

I

9

---I
-1---- - - srch Gid 1f &s Gid Id&s Gid
save
4

I

5

I

6

----I
1------ - - - - copy cut 1move cut 1 paste
Insert
I
I
2
I
3
Litr
1--1
upp=r
I layer
ENTER

a

1

The alternate keypad allows you to perfor.m eighteen different editing
functions with only one keystroke. '!be VEW Program assigns the follaying
functions to these keys on T7000 or r-t;8000 terminals:
{PFI} is the undo key, the same as [ESC] [ESC] ud
{PF2} is the define range key, the same as [ESC] [ESC] dr
{PF3} is the define macro key, the same as [ESC] [ESC] dIn
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'!he Keyboard and the VEW Program
{PF4} is the execute macro key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] xm
{7} is the search forward key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] sr

{S}

is

the

find-and-switch

forward

key,

similar

to

similar

to

[ESC] [ESC] fs

{9}

is

the

decide-and-switch

forward

key,

[ESC] [ESC] ds

{-} is the exit key, the same as [ESC] [ESC] ex
{4} is the search backward key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] -sr
{5}

is

the

find-and-switch

backward

key,

similar

to

similar

to

[ESC] [ESC] -fs

{6}

is

the

decide-and-switch

backward

key,

[ESC] [ESC] -ds

{,} is the save key, the same as [ESC] [ESC] sa
{I} is the

copy cut key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] eu

{2} is the move cut key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] cd
{3} is the p:1ste key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] pa
{ENTER} is the

insert character key, similar

to [ESC] [ESC]

ic
{a}

is the uppercase key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] uc

{.} is the lowercase key, similar to [ESC] [ESC] Ie
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The Keyboard and the VFJiJ Program
The system manager can assign different functions to each of these keys.
See Appendix A of this manual for instructions.
When you exit VFJiJ, the keys on the alternate keyp:ld function as character
keys.
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~ndix

C

ASCII Character Table

Character
[cmLl@
[cmLla
[Cl'RLl b
[CTRLlc
[Cl'RLl d
[Cl'RLl e
[crRLl f
[crRLlg
[Cl'RLlh
[Cl'RLl i
[Cl'RLl j
[crRLlk
[crRL11
[crRLlm
[Cl'RLln
[crRLlo
[CI'RLl P
[CI'RLl q
[cmLl r
[crRLl s
[Cl'RLl t
[Cl'RLl u
[crRLlv
[cmLlw
[CI'RLl x
[Cl'RLly
[Cl'RLl z
[Cl'RLl [
[CI'RL1\
[CI'RLll
[crRLl
[cmLl_
A

NUL

SCH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ

ACK
BEL
BS
HT
LF
VT

FF

rn
SO
SI

OLE
Del

OC2
DC3
DC4
NAK

SYN
E'IB
CAN
EM

SUB

ESC
FS
GS
RS

US

DEC HEX Char DEC HEX Char DEC HEX Char
,
@
000 00
SP
032 20
064 40
001 01
!
033 21 A
065 41
a
n .
002 02
034 22 B
066 42 b
003 03
035 23
067 43
i
C
c
$
004 04
036 24 D
068 44 d
005 05 %
037 25
069 45
E
e
006 06
038 26
&
070 46
F
f
I
007 07
039 27
071 47
G
9
(
008 08
040 28 H
072 48 h
)
009 09
04l 29
073 49
I
i
010 OA *
042 2A J
074 4A j
011 OB +
043 2B K
075 4B k
,
012 OC
044 2C L
076 4C 1
013 OD
045 2D M
077 4D m
046 2E N
078 4E n
014 OE
015 OF /
047 2F 0
079 4F 0
016 10 0
048 30 P
OBO 50 P
017 11 1
049 31
081 51 q
Q
050 32 R
018 12 2
082 52
r
083 53
019 13
3
051 33
S
s
020 14 4
052 34
084 54
T
t
5
053 35
021 15
U
085 55
u
6
054 36 V
086 56
022 16
v
023 17 7
055 37
W
087 57
w
088 58 x
024 18 8
056 38 X
025 19 9
057 39 y
089 59 Y
090 SA z
026 1A
058 3A Z
{
[
,
059 3B
091 5B
0Z7 1B
060 3C \
092 5C
I
028 1C <
}
]
029 10 =
061 3D
093 5D
062 3E
094 5E 030 IE >
063 3F 095 SF DEL
031 IF
?

-

·

·
·

A
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DEC HEX
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D

7E
7F

ASCII Character Table
Abbreviations for control key functions:
NUL - Null

srn - Start at h:ader

STX - Start of text
of text
of transmission
~ - Enquiry
ACE. - AcknaN ledge
EEL - Bell
BS - Backspace
HT - Horizontal tab
LF - Line feed
VT - Vertical tab
FF - Form feed
CR - carriage return
SO - Shift out
SI - Shift in
DLE - Data link esca~
ETX - End
Ear - End

Del - Device control 1
0C2 - Device control 2

DC3 - Device control 3
DC4 - Device control 4
NAK - Negative acknowledge
SY.N - synchronous idle

Em - End of transmission block
CAN - Cancel
EM - End of rredium

SOB - Substitute
ESC-Esca~

FS - File separator
GS - Group separator
RS - Record separator
US - Unit separator
SP - S[:ace
DEL - Delete
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WICAT Systems, Inc.
Product-documentation Comment Form
'Ne are constantly improving our documentation, and we welcome scec:fic comments on this

marll~al.

Cocument Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Part Number.
Your Position:

ExperienCed user

o System manager
o Systems analyst

Applications ~rogrammer

o

0 l\Jcvice user

o
o

Hardware technician

Questions and Comments
Briefly describe examples. illustrations. or information that you think should be added
to this manual.

What would you delete from the manual and wny?

What areas need greater emphasis'?

Ust any terms or symbols used incorrectly.
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